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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Scope and Purpose

Each Industry in a free economy is constantly required to
justify its existence.

Justification per se, becomes increasingly

urgent in a more and more cost conscious society.

Education, some

times referred to as the "learning industries" must convince society
that its "product" is worth this ever rapidly increasing cost.
The objective of this paper is to point out the dissatisfaction
of college graduates with the education for which they paid, and to pro
vide some alternatives for marketing a revised educational product by
the university in light of rising cost and the "more" effective competi
tion that the university will face for students (customers) in the 1980*s.
Colleges and universities must promote or "market" their educa
tional product in the future.

Institutions of higher learning are being

faced with strong competition for students from an increasing number of
other learning alternatives.

To market a viable product continual analysis

of the education market's effect will be needed.

Alternative marketing

strategies for the unique advantages that are believed to be forthcoming
from a college/university education will be explored in this study.
Wide opinion differences prevail.

Students, faculty, parents,

business, and government all have an opinion ranging from complete
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agreement with the worth of a university education to a total disagree
ment.

Opinions range from the comment of a famous folk-rock singer,

Jim Croce, telling about how his college education aided his handling
of the work-a-day world stating, "I was trained in English literature,
philosophy, and psychology, and was totally ready to handle life in the
12th century;" to the other extreme from a quotation by Thorstein Veblen,
in 1918 from his book. The Higher Learning in America^ stating that the
university should accept the responsibilities for scientific and scholarly
inquiry in "pursuit of pure knowledge— and nothing else."

Veblen's ideal

of a university was not a place for instruction of large numbers of young
people.
This unbounded faith that American society has in education per
se as a vehicle for cultural and material advancement of the individaul
in society is not being attacked in this study.

What is questioned first

of all is the heavy stress on university education, and secondly to point
out the alternatives on several levels.

Questions asked are;

how many

years of schooling should be required; is at least two years of education
beyond high school a minimum to yield success in the "work" society; is
education being stressed for the benefit of the student or the benefit
of educational institutions; does the student have a real goal in mind
when he enters college, or is college just a convenient "play-pen" until
a goal is found?

Alternatively, is vocational training what most high

school graduates prefer for job training instead of the so called "higher
learning" which may yield only nominally higher income?

^Thorstein Veblen, The Higher Learning in America. (New York:
Sagamore Press, Inc., 1957).
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Robert Maynard Hutchins in 1964 speaking to the Association of
American Colleges said of higher learning institutions;

"Their standards

are undecipherable, their accomplishments dubious, their pretensions in
sufferable, their independence a sham, and their appeal to their consti
tuents irrational and d e g r a d i n g . I f true, what a poor state of affairs!
Even if overstated, charges such as this can be rated as a warning signal
to explore, evaluate, and revise various problem areas that may detract
from our educational product.

The system as a minimum must become oriented

to change and to the sale of its "product" to a student-consumer who while
shopping for advanced learning, is bombarded with other programs tuned to
his job-oriented sensibilities.

Without convincing the public and the

student-consumer, no institution of higher learning will survive into the
1980*s.

Primary and secondary education have re-evaluated their programs

based on current literature, but the university system in the main has
remained unmoving to both student and economic pressures.

Why is this so?

University degrees have captured the interests of our society in
the 1970's, regardless of their unchanging programs.

One-quarter of the

population of the United States is directly involved in educational institutions with an ever-increasing membership.

If one has to collect and

add numbers indirectly linked to the educational system, the statistics
would include in some respect the entire nation.

A rising market with

an established consumer interest is consistently being evaluated by a
substantial number of students in the hope of fulfilling a need for

2
Paul Woodring, The Higher Learning In America:
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968) p. XV.

A Reassessment,

3
Paul Woodring, One Quarter of a Nation, (New York:
Brace, and World, Inc., 1967),

Harcourt,
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further education or advancement!

While the promotion of the learning

Industries would seem to be a marketer's dream, little has been done,
partlcularlly at the higher educational levels, to reverse the declining
demand which threatens to become more severe.

Post-secondary education

faces a market as saturated with opportunities as religion.

The latter

has turned to the evangelist as the marketing medium for Its potential
customers.
As proved later In this study, the "abundant years" for univer
sities are over, and It Is time to develop strategies of marketing that
compete for students In an ever-expanding education Industry presenting
other viable alternatives to the university program.
tion through high school Is here to stay.

Compulsory educa

Public sentiment and law have

established a market of Interested potential consumers seeking to further
specialize their training and education.

The marketing research analysis

that follows will concentrate on the years after senior high school where
potential students of more education have a choice In a widening market
of educational possibilities for satisfying their educational desires.
These desires are mainly founded In the argument (right or wrong) that
the higher the educational level one attains, the better one's job, and
therefore the reward of a better standard of living.

4

The market research and problem solving opportunities In univer
sity education promotion are so tremendous that the scope of this study ,
Is, of necessity, narrow.

The concepts explored follow the guidelines

of an Initial study Into a very new frontier for marketing.

4
John A. Howard, "Any Future For Private Schools?"
World Report. Vol. LXXI, No. 10, September 6, 1971, p. 43.

The objective

U.S. News and
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will be two-fold:

(1)

to point out the areas of dissatisfaction that

are growing among college students and graduates with higher education
that has been acquired at great expense; and (2)

to provide some alter

natives for marketing a 'revised' product by the university system in
the light of the competition that the system will face for students from
other educational opportunities.

Education will be reviewed as a product,

the university as an institution, and the student as a consumer in this
study.

The basic contention throughout the study has been that the four-

year university program is wasteful for many present and future students.
Two-year schools, technical schools, military service schools, and even
company schools could provide some stiff competition to the four-year
university program, yet the university can have the probability of
survival after the needed reform this study can indicate.

This study

will highlight several sets of reforms within a proposed marketing
structure for the university program.

Other areas of investigation to

foster further, more lasting reform action are suggested.
the university's merits may be the only answer!

Marketing of

With the large amount

of money and students' hope for their future riding on higher education,
this area warrants attention for our educational system to remain working
for the betterment of the society.
Previous research and some background data are explored in
Chapter II and constitute the theoretical base for the professional
paper.

This chapter will be divided into four parts through a consec

utive analysis of the Product, the Consumer, the Education Industry,
and the Pricing of the Product for the university program.
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Chapters III and IV are concerned with the initial sample survey
questionnaire that was distributed.

The methodology of the survey, data

collected, and various statistical information are the bulk of these
chapters.
The serious problem areas discovered in the initial question
naire are redefined in Chapter V.

The chapter also highlights several

sets of reforms, points to other possible reform areas, establishes a
marketing structure using reform as a basis, and fits the college market
into this framework.
The conclusion restates and summarizes the objectives for col
lege marketing.

A call for action pointing to studies that must follow

to bring about solutions to the problems of marketing university educa
tion in the 1980's.
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CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS RESEARCH, BACKGROUND DATA,
AND THEORY BASE

Marketing defined as "the set of human activities directed at
facilitating and consummating exchanges,"^ brings to this comparatively
new field an array of operations.

Exchanges can cover the actual trans

action of possessions and/or the establishment of continuing exchange
relationships that will foster and maintain future exchanges.

It is to

the second area that this study addresses itself for the college program
and its future.
A systematic art and science is being developed around this
definition of marketing, termed Marketing Management.

It concerns "the

analysis, planning, implementation, and control of programs to bring
desired exchanges with target audiences for personal or mutual gain.
This type of management to be successful must be based in customer orien
tation that seeks consumer satisfaction and long run customer welfare that
eventually meets the goals of the organization.

The trite phrase that

"the customer is always right" may be the exact guideline that many mar
keting-oriented organizations could adopt in a society gourged with a
plethora of competing, yet similar, products.

5
Philip Kotler, Marketing Management, (Englewood Cliffs:
Hall, Inc., 1972), p. 12.
^Ibid., p. 13,
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This idea of marketing fits the university institution very
well today.

The university system is a service organization that suits

all the criterion for marketing.

Universities place their goals in

high-sounding education aims, but basically they 'sell' the exposure
to knowledge in many course offerings to consumers they call students.
In these courses as products, colleges hold the hopes of their students
through advancement in the field of study that universities offer.

These

institutions have a set of human activities directed at facilitating and
consummating exchanges, such as money for courses, courses for ideas,
ideas for graduates, and graduates for more new students.

Colleges

have target audiences, and do seek both personal and mutual gain.

Hence,

the university fits into the definitions and goals of marketing manage
ment, the field of marketing, and other concepts of marketing.
The universities consistently deny their true identity as a
big business, despite the large amounts of corporate operations, fin
ances, and management they must employ.

If marketing is used by the

colleges, it is usually disorganized, accidental, and a shortrun opera
tion.

The system has gotten away with poor management for years due to

large enrollments, and equally large amount of students seeking enrollment,
and a self-perpetuating future with college education seen as the only
means to a good future.

Today applications are not as large, and people

are questioning the need for four years of college education as a means
for advancement in several chosen fields.

Marketing is the answer to

solve these declining "exchanges" and customer satisfaction.

Proof,

coupled with constructive ideas, must now be forthcoming, if marketing
is to help a declining education market.
The data listed under the framework of the college/university
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education industry would cover reams of paper that cross reference
almost every major field of knowledge.

For the sake of organization

and clarity in this new area for the marketing manager, this chapter
will explore the Product, Consumer, Market’s Industry, and the Pricing
of the Product to establish a theoretical base.

Analysis of the Product
The product of the university, in its effect on the student,
is three-fold:

the courses, the instruction, and the environment.

The

courses represent the formal program parameters outlined in the catalog
of the university.

The instruction is the classroom and outside study

required by the majority of courses.

The environment aspect is the

exposure to or association with colleges, teachers, and fellow students,
and represents an often ignored dimension of the college program.

It is

the learning acquired through contact, both informally and formally,
with professors and fellow students that vitalizes the college learning
experience.

Several respondents to a questionnaire, including some of

the most desgruntled of former students, indicated that the informal
"rap" sessions with teachers and other students, were the most rewarding
part of the college experience.

Yet, this aspect is rarely used in the

formal marketing of a college education.
The product of higher education has quite a unique cyclical
time span.

The buying period is usually while the prospective "consumer"

is deciding his career future, his goals, his needs, and appraising his
capabilities and interests.

The student makes this analysis, usually

very informally, in his junior and senior years in high school.

Influen

ces of his peers, his parents, his social status, his inner needs and
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Interests, and his school performances all affect'him more than the actual
organized review of his real need for a college education.

This ’shop

ping behavior’ of the student-consumer should be of prime interest to an
individual responsible for the marketing of a college education in the
future.
Other crucial factors necessary for the marketing of a successful
product are outlined below.

It exhibits one of the many formats and key

decision points for a product plan.

This plan can be adopted to the

individual university or the entire industry of higher education.^
1.

Market Position
a.
b.

2.

Problems and Opportunities
a.
b.

3.

Overall strategy
Functional strategy

Action Program
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

Assumptions about the future
Goals established for sales, market share, expenses,
consumer turnover, and the type and amount of return
on investment for the university and the student

Strategy
a.
b.

5.

Problems encountered in daily operations
Opportunities seen for the future

Objectives Stated
a.
b.

4.

Description of the market
University’s/Industry's position in the market

Action to be taken to start toward stated goals and
objectives
Target dates established for each step
Responsibilities outlined for various personnel
Control and review procedures detailed for the operation
as a whole

Summary Profit and Loss Statement Evaluation of the Plan

^Ibid., p. 396.
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The university system rarely exhibits such an attempt at
planning under marketing principles.

Philip Kotler presented this

plan for fitting general products Into such an established framework
of recurring elements that should appear and be reviewed with any
attempt at marketing management of a product.

The key to any success

ful marketing plan Is the existence of a flexible, well-thought-out
approach to bringing the product to Its ultimate use.

This Is especially

true when It concerns matching skills and Interest to the demand for them.
Other systems of planning, such as break-even models, marketing
mix models, the Bayesian decision model, and risk analysis models that
are available In most basic marketing texts list the advantages and
disadvantages of each plan.

For today’s university marketing plan,

whatever the foremat or name used, the plan must be developed to meet
the coming challenges of other educational products to be discussed
below.
Products must compete with others of a very similar nature,
and out of the competition comes the winner Indicated by the purchase
of the Item by the buyer.

With this battle, the sides must be drawn and

the product differentiated, that Is, made distinct and better In the
eyes of potential buyers.
Three Items become Important for the differentiated product,
which education and personal skills certainly are.

They are:

(1)

prog

duct attributes, (2)

product positions, and C3)

product concepts.

The main attributes of the product must be explored by the seller dis
tinguishing his product's characteristics to the potential buyer from

8
Ibid., p. 425.
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similar efforts by competitors.

The seller must make a realistic

appraisal of the product's demand in the market in relation to his
present capabilities to meet that demand.

Â goal must be set that

establishes where in the market area the product can be sold comfortably
and profitably.

With these basics, plans are developed, used, and

revised as needed.

University education has been left to die through

complacent operation without citing their product's advantages, improve
ments, and worth to the society.
The brand of the product is important.

The larger universities

use a 'family' brand that outwardly presents the old, established
standard reputation of quality education.

The small colleges can do

the same, or foster an individualized brand, visible and remembered, but
with a new and innovative appearance.

In any event, the branding must

represent an institution with a quality "product" that meets the needs
and desires of the college student.
In advertising, the desired product Image should be stressed
over the corporate image of the university.

The various degrees and

courses must be presented as favorable alternatives to the other training
programs and options to education that are becoming more available as the
market opens up.

The university must point to factors such as their

development of the whole man rather than the specialized man and to
successful men being those with a variety of talents, both physical and
mental.

These and other factors unique to the university education

should be presented as viable options to other forms of post-secondary
training.
The individual brands of education are preferred for many
reasons, and only a few general trends can be categorized as reasons
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why students select one type of post-secondary education oyer another.
The variety of university programs can be promoted with good results In
meeting the needs of even the most undecided student, simply by its
flexibility and variability.

The degrees of risk are a. common factor

that mean so much in this type of educational product where futures are
being forged and the probable earnings of a person can be affected.
Programs that waste time through unsure planning and useless work while
developing little of needed talents for a m a n ’s future are very risky to
the student looking toward future goals of success.

The university with

its record of success can show the potential student that its programs
are developed to meet his concern over an uncertain future.
Non-availability of the preferred brand of school often gives
the student as a consumer a sense of loss that he is forced to fulfill
at other institutions.

A course not offered in a particular semester,

a program bordering on cancellation, and other administrative problems
lead many students to the more lasting brand schools.

The university

with its solid foundations and record of success can provide the student
with a more sound, lower risk option for post-secondary education.
Brand-name universities have so many advantages that are left to the
student to discover by himself, and as a selling avenue is left untouched.
Better job recommendations, more services, wider social contacts, and a
variety of study programs, all can be used for an inservice marketing
program to foster a brand concept for any educational program at any
university.
Whether one adopts brand conscious ideals or non-brand concepts,
promotion of the product has to be dealt with before any marketing can
be successful.

The promotion must be student-centered to point out the
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vast and numerous programs available to the student attending a college
over the advantages of the promoted options such as military training,
business schools, and company on the job training.

The person to person

contact, as well as mass appeal, would go far to regain the number that
used to flock to the college admissions office.
Promotion in this new area of marketing must be handled care
fully to avoid the dissolving of the university system of education into
a 'bargain basement' collection of unwanted students taking dilluted
courses.

It must mean for the college/university an array of marketing

tools whose major role will be persuasive communication

for conveying

the distinctiveness of the college education in the form the university
wishes to maintain it in the future.

Advertising, personal selling,

publicity, and sales promotion must be linked to the product of "advance
ment" that the college is making available.
This promotion must be assigned a purpose, and the education
product has several needed points that must be developed through the use
of promotion:^

1)

Awareness of the product based on the consumer's

knowledge of the item for sale.

This for the college would be a campaign

aimed at prospective students to publicize the course offerings, programs,
and other benefits connected with the 'purchase' of higher education at
a particular college; 2)

Comprehension building must be established on

the awareness stage, as marketing of a college education is a new concept.
Through advertising, the product could still maintain lofty ideals in
education with the right kind of informative advertising; 3)

Efficient

reminding is the next principle for the buyer who is not immediately ready

^Ibid., p. 656.
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to buy, but might in the future.

Repeated exposure to the benefits of

a college education and its programs fitted to personal needs would
eventually capture the reluctant buyer’s education dollar; 4)

Lead

generation is something entirely new to the college market whereby
advertisement could initiate further sales efforts.

A new idea of

current students recruiting new students to the same college, or simply
advertising the college to other people on a referral system thereby
earning reduced tuition for themselves for each new prospect goes far
in the area of new marketing for the colleges; 5)

Legitimation is always

a problem for the sales campaign with the potential customer critically
evaluating the sales approach.

Colleges must be extremely careful to

insure that they do not dilute their ideals and programs to promote
saleability.

Universities have the difficult task common to business

of maintaining "sales" as well as quality. 6)

Advertising ought to

reassure the customer of the worthwhileness of this purchase, especially
when the purchase extends over a long period as it does with college
courses.

With the usual high cost of the college program which will be

explored later, the college must make a conscientious attempt to insure
continuance of students in their program of study to include graduation.
Counseling efforts pointing to the uses of college education, job orien
tation courses, and placement services would help reassure the student
that his "purchase" of courses continues to be a wise choice.
The education purchase is made approximately from September
through June.

The time span is divided into two segments, the September

to January and the January to June semesters.

The purchase can also be

made in the first months of each semester once the student has decided
to enter this method of higher education as students contract for the
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"exposure to knowledge" in certain selected or required courses In
various fields of the student's choice.
The June through September "summer" semester Is becoming Increas
ingly popular due to more and more students seeking to complete their
required courses In a shorter span of tlme.^®

This rising cycle of demand

represents an almost entirely new market for the colleges and universities.
It could be designed to not only accelerate the educational process toward
advanced degrees, but also to reduce the sizes of classes and cut the cost
of a bachelor's degree by twenty-five p e r c e n t . T h e year around operation
eliminates the summer Inactive period of the student, decreases the total
opportunity cost to him as he can get a job sooner, provides open space to
new students quickly as the turnover rate rises, and decreases wasted space
In the Institution through full-time, full capacity operation.

It reduces

the cost of higher education for the student, yet does not represent any
loss of revenue to the college.
Other possibilities exist for expanding the facility's use.
Increasing product sales, and lowering the overall cost to the student.
Night school operation Insures maximum use of time, and provides a
place for the "exposure to knowledge" to millions of day workers who
seek to further their education.

Practical and job-oriented courses

and programs that are promoted through effective marketing would aid
this market demand. Extension courses for the housewife, old people.

10
"New Mood of College Students,
Vol. LXXII, No. 25, June 19, 1972, p. 29.

U.S. News & World Report.

^^"Growth of the Three Year College," U.S. News & World Report,
Vol. LXXII, No. 3, January 17, 1972, pp. 21-23.
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bedridden patients, and others who cannot get to the normal operation
can give the university added dimensions and increase goodwill.
Problems related to the content, cost, and composition of
college programs are examined below.

The question now is who are the

potential consumers of these "products" and how are they to be approached.

Analysis of the Consumer
The basic consumer for this segment of the education market is
the 17- through 25-year old young adult who is a graduate of high school.
This high school graduate is seeking a degree of specialization in order
to plan his life and make a contribution to society.
The potential consumer can also have a variety of other important
background traits;

a)

fresh out of twelve years of schooling and desir

ing more, but specialized training; b)

some working experience already

achieved, as he seeks further education along with a better job and
future; c)

previous military experience and some degree courses seeking

to establish his place in the society; d)

working at a job currently

and taking degree courses to get a better job or to advance in his job
area; e)

the occasional course taker using the college and university

for simple self-betterment and the social-intellectual atmosphere; f)
the person taking a variety of courses in different fields in order to
find what he would like to follow as a profession; and g)

the other

category of students who go into the higher education market for their
own individual needs and desires.

The majority of consumers and potential

consumers are looking at the product of higher education for some kind
of goal attainment.

The goals can be many and are not in the parameters

of this study, but the idea of goal orientation will be very important
in later development of marketing strategies.
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The motives for pursuing higher education are several.

Maslow’s

hierarchy of needs is always mentioned throughout basic marketing writing.
The potential consumer for education, in part, seeks esteem and status,
as well as the self-actualization.

The Marshallian economic model, using

money as the indicator of man's desires, might view higher education as a
method for fulfilling man's desires for higher pay and better jobs.

The

Pavlovian learning model could view our market through learned processes
where the society has always associated success with higher education.
The Veblenian Social-Psychological Model brings to this market the idea
of man as a social animal conforming to the established norms of one's
society limited by one's current group association.

Higher education

could be placed into the context of a search for prestige with the group
and society one works for and for success goals that are usually highly
rewarded and sought in highly technological oriented societies such as
ours.

Even the Freudian psychoanalytic model offers the view of man as

motivated by many concerns, leaving few actions as simple decisions for
the consumer.

Thus the only thing that can be definitely expressed is

that student motives are individual, complex, and changing!

Each sep

arate group of the target market must be analyzed, and then developed
into a mass appeal campaign for the majority.
The youth cult is the standard of living to which the collegeage student aspires when he chooses his college programs and actually
attends the college of his choice.

This culture outwardly supports

itself as an independent, individual collection of people united by
only various causes, such as ecology, anti-war struggles, and anti-estab
lishment ideals.

In reality, this cult is united by common dress and

several ideas that are tied together in common thinking trends; however.
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just as our world and societies vary, so do the young people in items
such as tastes in literature, clothing, voting habits, music selections,
and views about the environment.^^

In this youth culture, lies the target

market which the college and university marketer must direct his programs
to make them students of higher education at the university level, and
not at any of the other alternatives competing for their education dollars.
The common trait for this market with its wide variety of people
who seek higher education is the need for exposure to knowledge.

The

term "knowledge" does not need to be specific or narrowed down for the
purposes of this paper.

By using the word "exposure" this includes those

people seeking specialized knowledge to the student desiring a simple
look at the field.

The statement of "exposure to knowledge" for the

limits of this paper thus does not need to be narrowed further!

Knowledge

can be anything of substance, from the detailed, analytical, and lengthy
subject matters of the professional career, to the rudimentary practices
and routines of various 'blue collar' jobs.
The search for this exposure to knowledge has many directions,
as many as it has reasons or motivations to seek the exposure.

The most

common motivation can be captured best by the term 'advancement.'

This

key word can be the marketing slogan and the center of attraction for
all divisions of the target market defined earlier.

The advancement can

range from the student seeking to be ranked in the top of a profession
to the worker desiring simply the next step on the ladder for better pay
and benefits.

The advancement can also be the quest for better knowledge

12

Walter B. Kolesnik, Educational Psychology, (New York:
Hill Book Company, 1963), p. 409.
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in a particular area of study, development of the person, job improvement,
and a host of other results that all improve upon the status quo, so the
individual consumer (the student) can realize his true or hoped for
position in his society.

From this viewpoint, the market can meet the

target group and offer them a vehicle for achieving any goal through the
attendance in a college program.
With behavioral scientists in our colleges and universities
exploring and evaluating man and his society's effects on each other,
the colleges have a pool of resources available to them to develop an
extensive body of evidence on the marketing of a college education as it
faces potential consumers called students.

From their analysis of the

youth cult as a 'seeker of advancement,' the marketing implications of
the various processes and angles of student motivation and behavior
toward a purchase of a college program can be developed and placed into
operation for a better marketing program.

Psychology, sociology, cultural

anthropology, politics, economics, business administration, and marketing
can make this an interdisciplinary approach, yet a direct campaign toward
relevant programs for our colleges and universities.

For the sake of this

paper, we will not enter into the young students' own perceived ability
to choose an area of study alone.

Parental guidance and the current

influences of our society will be left to other research.
Once the product and institutions problems are corrected then
the sales are left to the market activity.

All types of motivations

have been listed for customers buying personal 'advancement.'

The

marketer must take each of these and link them to an appropriate adver
tisement for each program he wishes the potential consumer to evaluate.
Thus informed, the potential student has to make a decision between the
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various programs that exist as to their ability to maximize his educa
tional investment.

His choice will be based on his goals and the

relative cost of fulfilling them.
The marketer of a college education must address his sales
campaign to two key points:
of alternatives areas.

the comparison process and the evaluation

The product must be portrayed in the potential

buyer's mind as filling income and self fulfillment goals.

Ideals, then

fact, make for a solid, competitive product.
Items such as types of advertising appeals, taste preferences,
brand loyalty and choices, attitude changes, social class appeals, and
expenditures on advertising are important, yet must be left to further
research in this new concern for marketing.

The complete analysis of a

new product would be massive, but research on a product losing faith in
the eyes of the consumer must be immediate and oriented toward the
review of already established product conceptions in the eyes of the
consumer public.

A marketer in this new field has the model, data, and

concepts established, but must fit the post-secondary education market
into these concepts of good, well-developed marketing principles.
The consumer of any product should be confronted as a problemsolver who adapts to the situation surrounding him, a selective viewer
of the things around him, a social animal affected by the operation of
his culture and family, and an individual with personal and private
thoughts and outlooks.

On all of these levels, the university can

market its programs to this unique individual with the concepts it
wishes the public to identify as unique to college education.
The Howard-Sheth Model exhibits a simple yet fundamental view
of the buyer-behavior problem and decision making process.

Figure 1
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shows this model of buyer behavior as a set of Inputs, flows of Informatlon, feedbacks, and Influences of highly categorized variables.

13

This model breaks down the decision and Information process of
the buyer.

It represents a sound foundation for the college marketing

programs to develop and adapt original concepts of education and advance
ment that they wish the student to perceive about their program.

Further

research In this area could put the college marketer on solid ground
from which a managerial science, rather than trial and error, could emerge.
It represents a minimum plan of attack to capture the consumer market's
ear versus the other educational alternatives.

Variables are exaggerated,

but situations placed Into the model will reduce their difficulty and
develop a sound foundation of marketing expertise for the university
system.
Buyer decisions such as the selection of schools and programs
coupled with Individual course selections can be a maze of models and
variables.

Simplicity In analyzing the declslon-maklng process Is a

prerequisite of any other follow-up models of behavior.

With the lack

of expertise In marketing this type of product In the college market and
the lack of previous history of successes or failures of such programs,
basic models translated Into the terms of the college/university market
could make up the hours of time wasted on disorganized, non-consumer
oriented sales programs that were developed for the colleges when times
were good and consumers plentiful.

Competition has arrived for this

consumer-student, and It must be dealt with quickly.

The only way to

13

John A. Howard and Jagdlsh N. Sheth, "A Theory of Buyer
Behavior," In Perspectives In Consumer Behavior, eds. Harold A. Kassarjlan
and Thomas S. Robertson (Glenview, 111.: Scott, Foresman, & Co., 1968),
p. 471.
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fight competitive action is by informing the consumer-student about his
alternatives and the comparisons available on the higher education market,
slanted in favor of college programs.

This becomes the whole focus for

the college marketing concept.
With the motivations elementarily defined above, one can see
that a variety of markets in our society can fulfill the students' needs
and desires in similar, if not better, more efficient ways.

This idea

as a basic part of the study will be discussed again below.

It is the

main problem for the marketing of post-secondary education in the future
that colleges must point out their product and its advantages, or lose
many students to other post-secondary opportunities.

Analysis of the Market's Industry (The Education Market)
A market consisting of "one-quarter of a nation" is what we are
dealing with

t o

d

a

y

.

These potential and actual 'buyers' of education

in two year colleges alone had full time enrollments of 1,630,000 in
1970, and are estimated to reach 3,001,000 by 1980.^^

This type of

expansion can be expected across the board if we can market our programs
in competition with the expanding ways that the students can fulfill
a searching for knowledge, whatever the expressed purpose.
The estimates cited above for 1980 are based on the status quo,
and with the rise of other alternatives to college, this estimate may
fall short.

14

Despite 6,684,000 in attendance at four-year colleges/

Woodring, One Quarter, Chapter 1.

^^"Why is it Easier to get into College Now?"
Report. Vol. LXXII, No. 10, March 6, 1972, p. 24-25.

U.S. News & World
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universities in 1971,

16

one can hope for an even bigger share with a

sound marketing system, or lose a substantial portion of our present
consumer market by just standing still.

The alerted college official

wise to marketing principles would establish the need to warrant further
study and action by the university system.

First, the system must be

convinced of its marketing kinship!
The student-consumer presently can 'buy' the higher education
product at over 2500 college/university " m a r k e t s . T h e facility is
usually an institution consisting of a large investment of capital in
buildings, office equipment, various trained personnel, and other usual
expenses involved in the operation of a large scale organizational
structure.

Actual financing and pricing will be explored later in the

research analysis.
The trade that makes up the "seller" side of the higher educa
tion market is a conglomeration of four-year colleges and universities,
two-year colleges, military service schools, trade schools, specialized
schools, and business schools.

The stated objectives of higher educa

tion are expressed in grand terms such as cultural advancement, social
betterment, bastions of knowledge, and the development of thought in
attempts to define its use or purpose in the social structure.

They

hold the topics high among each other as the defenders of free thinking
and the knowledge of the past, thus being both past and future oriented.
A good policy is maintained with this past-future foundation, yet one

^^"Growth of Three Year Colleges," p. 21.
^^Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, American Educa
tion Magazine. July 1971, Inside Cover.
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must also pay more attention to the present aspects of the market for its
very existence.

The students of higher education get strongly involved

in many issues affecting them today.

The colleges must also become

directed to the present, if it is to hold this group as customers!
This structure, practice, and attitude has been under constant
attack by both its consumers and the society in which it operates.

Univ

ersities review employability as a goal of their efforts on behalf of
only a minority of their students.

18

Some investigations even suggest

that education after high school graduation may be a detriment to the
work force productivity.

Does higher education create wealth, or do

the wealthy nations only have the affluence for this education?

Over

qualification is pervasive in the United States labor markets, and this
represents to many people, governments, and leaders an over-investment
in the labor force.

19

"Only professional occupations require college degrees" is a
charge levied by some critiques against the large amounts of time and
money that are spent on college/university education in the United States.
The critical message this type of projection conveys to the educational
community is that less than one out of five jobs will require a full
college degree.

20

Several government and public figures point to a more

functional approach as the continued expansion of the two-year community
colleges, a type of competition, that will be discussed below.

18

Sar A. Levitan, Garth L. Mangum, and Ray Marshall, Resources
and Labor Markets, (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1972), p. 91.
19
Ibid., p. 104.
^°Ibid., p. 97.
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Ivar Berg in his book entitled The Great Training Robbery

21

argues

that education has little to do with productivity in many jobs, and is
even a negative factor in some jobs.

Rupert Evans accuses American educa

tion of concentrating on "school for schooling's sake."^^

Elementary

schools prepare us to go to high school which then concentrates on getting
us into college which has its eye fixed on graduate school requirements.
Only at this point, when the school potential is exhausted is vocation
emphasized!
Dissatisfaction with the way schools fulfill their employment
preparation role is a factor in the growing political criticism of educa
tion, a point to be discussed below under the government's role in the
market.

Attacks like this however, must be fought and proved incorrect,

if a college is to optimize its opportunities and keep the student from
the various options available.
There first must be a better meshing between the schools and
the outside 'real' world.

The failure of the educational system to

prepare non-college bound youths and many college graduates for success
ful working careers is an important factor in much of this discontent.
The 'real' world crisis will be explored later in the results of the
initial questionnaire that was taken in conjunction with this study.
The university is generally seen as locked in the past, pro
claiming future direction, but also deaf to the demands for change in

21
Ivar Berg, Education and Jobs; The Great Training Robbery,
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970), Chapter IX.
22
Rubert N. Evans, "Schooling for Schooling's Sake," in The
Transition From School to Work, a report based on the Princeton Manpower
Symposium, May 9-10, 1968, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968),
pp. 189-209.
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the present.

Change must occur, and innovating institutions are the ones

that will be able to attract students.
The college must be sensitive to the undergraduates' renewed
interest in politics, religion, and community service.

The college

student to whom we must adjust is less radical in his approach to educa
tion and life than undergraduates of recent years, yet still a force to
be held in respect, if only for their buying power.

23

ested in getting an education, and afterwards, a job.

He is more inter
Interest is grow

ing more in social life and religion, rather than demonstration and protest.
The college as a whole must adjust itself to a frustrated consumer, turn
ing more and more to the other options already discussed.
Up to this point, the stage has been set for the condition of
the uneasy market, and now it is time to explore in more depth the com
petition by other options.

Competition is mainly defined as "the effort

of two or more parties to secure the business of a third party by the
offer of the most favorable terms."

24

The university not only competes

in the student market, but also for faculty, contributions, and research
programs.

25

A firm knowledge about the competition can thus aid in the

college marketing program overall, assuming one can adopt the research
tendered that the university needs a marketing program.
The industry in competition for the student is set-up in several
areas:

a)

the four-year and two-year college/university; b)

specialized

schools, such as in the training of doctors, lawyers, engineers, secretaries,

^^"New Mood of College Students," pp. 29-36.

Mass.:

^^Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary. (Springfield,
G. & C. Merriam Co., 1963), p. 169.
^^Kotler, Marketing, p. 874.
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mechanics, and barbers; c)

the company school programs existing for on-

the-job training rather than training prior to job hiring; d)
dence schools for home study; and e)

correspon

the military service schools where

the young decide to develop their talents and gain some education rather
than take the college option.

These units of education vary in size

from very large to one to one training accomplished in a small company.
The industry has its reputation concentrated in a few, extremely
large universities that hold an oligopoly on the symbolic representations
of a "good" higher education.

The same situation exists in the realm of

the large company's on-the-job training programs, and the older specialized
reputable schools that are usually closely attached to one of the above
types of oligopolies.

The smaller colleges and training programs with

their better services,.personal approach, good programs, small classes,
and friendly atmosphere are taking a large share of the market when they
point out some of the factors just named.

The larger education units will

falter, but will always take longer to note problems, yet for the smaller
colleges and schools the threat of business losses is immediate and crucial.
A book entitled Human Resources and Labor Markets points out
several attributes of the junior/community college.

They are dedicated

to serving the needs of the community with little or no aspirations to
stress college transfers to the larger university, a desire to grow into
a larger university, or to stop its community involvement.
recognized attributes are:

a)

Some of its

a truly 'open door' admissions policy for

all persons over 18 years old, regardless of past education, who can
profit from the instruction; b)

26

a service oriented and student-centered

Levitan, Resources, p. 91.
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philosophy which contrasts with the university’s too often self-serving
ambitions for a ’community of scholars’; c)
on teaching rather than research; d)

heavy emphasis on occupationally

oriented two-year terminal programs; e)
programs; f)

a faculty that concentrates

strong counseling and guidance

use of the campus as a community center for non-student

activities and use of the staff as a source of technical services to
community institutions; and g)

an ambition to place one such institution

within commuting distance of everyone in the population.
The above description of a ’competitor’ represents a delineation
of the battle lines that one can expect in marketing the four-year college/
university education.

Each of the principles above will be used in later

discussion of the college program in Chapter V.

For now, this rising

system of education represents a threat to the present share of the higher
education market our universities are holding!

Competitive advertising

establishes tools of the trade that can be used when the product has
reached the market growth and the maturity stage.

27

With competition

toughening and growing, marketing through competitive advertising could
stem the tide of lost customers.

This advertising would try to stimulate

demand by "selling a specific brand rather than a general product categoiry."

28

It is not higher education that the college must market to the

public, but a unique product with special qualities that are seen as use
ful for purchase by a prospective student.

The methodology for this

selling program will be discussed in the concluding chapters.

Universities

27

E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing; A Managerial Approach.
(Homewood, 111.; Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1968), p. 485.
28

Ibid., p. 484.
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have much to offer over junior colleges, but

it must be brought out.

This paper will not discuss who should be in

the junior college over the

university, but in further studies, the university will

have to establish

the criteria on this very important decision area.
College enrollments and applications hâve been declining!

Large

universities still have an abundance of applications, but not as many to
pick and choose from as they had in the past, while smaller colleges are
hurting for students.

The community college seems to be the only unit

with a bright future.

Much of this represents loss due to indirect

competition, such as the opening of jobs requiring little pretraining
that may pay more to start than jobs acquired after a long period of
college.

This financing aspect will be explored later in this chapter.
The college must display itself constantly in the market.

It

must remain in the ’public eye' in order to prove its value to both the
society and its students.

As a minimum, public service along with present

oriented programs dealing with social problems of the day should point
to the institution's value in society and the education market.

Uniting

the courses to this 'real' life involvement would be a tremendous selling
point, and this will be proven later as the paper explores the product
through the eyes of its past consumers in Chapters III and IV.
In marketing a differentiated product, the college should point
to the services beyond the actual course work that they can provide,
such as job placement, sports, and social events.

If these services are

shown as an integral development within the school program to the con
sumer-student, it would enhance the value of the university education
marketing project.

Becoming student centered in both course work and

services is a necessity for the structure to be a valuable influence in
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the education of the future.

For its cost, the institution has to offer

valuable, worthwhile programs to the prospective student while taking
into account more of the students' needs and Interests.
Marketing principles and values are not to be mistaken as the
panacea for all university problems, however, the blame for the decrease
in customers rests solely on the college/university which needs a rethink
ing of its values to reverse this declining trend as an industry.
perity has been taken for granted!

Pros

The colleges are not selling the

advantages of their product to the populace.

Marketing as a science

and an art could help the situation as it has handled similar problems
in corporate business for years with fair success.
The potential student is losing sight of the facts on why college
education benefits him, and he must be enlightened.

The problem is a

lack of advertising coupled with the universities' adherence to the past
resulting in its lack of relevance to the post-secondary market.

The

trend at present is a short, initial training period, more on-the-job
training, and quicker entrance into the job market.

Universities must

analyze their values in light of the current post-secondary market, and
show the public what it has to offer in light of the other options avail
able.

Colleges cannot stand to lose another 110,000 students like they

did in 1974!^*

Pricing of the Product
Every product has a price, and for the college program this
price represents a significant factor for the choice of a college education

29

"Why Is It Easier To Get Into College Now?"

pp. 25-26.
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over another alternative.

The cost of educating college students has

been increasing constantly, and from projections, will continue.

The

financing problem for a student to attend a university is a major con
sideration in any decision on what post-secondary method of education
to follow.
Figure 2 points out the past, present, and future of the basic
charges per full-time student in institutions of higher learning on the
average over a twenty-year period.

30

The Scientific Manpower Commission computed that a bachelor
degree at a top ranked university, for instance, Stanford, costs a
student about $22,000.

31

A doctorate from a private university will

cost an additional $25,000.

The educational bill comes to $47,000 for

the student to become a fully qualified teacher or scientist.

The cost

does not include the usual college overhead costs, not typically charged
directly to the student.

Tuition is predicted to increase from ten to

thirty percent in the present year, along with higher room and board
charges.

32

Table 1 shows how the student expenditures increase over

time, and lead one to question whether the schools are pricing themselves out of the reach of millions of middle income families.

33

To meet the financial burden, the university is forcing the
vast majority of students, especially graduate students, toward other
jobs as so few can bear the cost burden.

At the above prices and with

30

Jerry I. Reitman and Jon S. Greene, eds., Standard Education
Almanac 1973/1974, (Orange, N. J . :
Academic Media, 1973), p. 92.
31

"Can You Afford College?"
No. 8, February 22, 1971, pp. 25-26.

U.S. News & World Report. Vol. LXX,

^^Ibid.
33
Reitman and Greene, Standard Education Almanac, p. 5.
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TABLE 1
CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STUDENT
FOR STUDENT EDUCATION IN 1971-72 DOLLARS

All
Institutions

Public
Institutions

Private
Institutions

1961-62

$1,676

$1,598

$1,797

1971-72

$2,367

$2,189

$2,888

1981-82

$3,040

$2,822

$3,959

Year

SOURCE: U.S. Office of Education, "Projections of Educational
Statistics to 1981-1982."

no substantiation of the product, a fourth to one-half of an average
family's income is needed to pay one's expenses at most colleges, (if
living on campus, based on a median family income of $10,600).

The alter

natives can start to look very tempting compared with the college program.
The state and federal governments have established guidelines
for higher education, and through various aid and grant programs placed
these principles into effect.

Similar to the aircraft and banking

industries, money becomes the power force on the government's side with
its many research projects, low interest loans, grants, and other monetary
contributions to post-secondary education.

Including student aid for

attending these schools, it makes it extremely hard for a college to
deny the government's funds and influence.

This topic in its relation

to the purse power of government is worth mentioning, but not within the
scope of this paper.

Research into government aid to post-secondary

education would assist the colleges' credibility before such important
agencies.
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The government plays its most significant role in the pricing
of the tuition rates or basically the cost to the consumer-student in
taking courses or a degree granting program.
have declined by 400,000 since last year.

Overall school enrollments

This means the college student

input will drop soon for the universities, yet the total cost of educa
ting 58.6 million students across the education lines will be $11 billion
more, as displayed in Figure 3.^^

iS IL L ID K S OF S T U D E N T S

B IL L IO N S O F DO LLA R S ;

w____--- v-110 I
TOO

58 -

90

-

80

54 -

52 -

1964

1970

1974

Fig. 3.— Number of students versus cost of education

The number of U.S. students is falling, but the cost of educa
tion rises yearly.

Governmental funds will become an even more signifi

cant factor with this rising outlay of funds for colleges and education
in general.

With $3,000 worth of paper in bulk up to $9,400 this year

and heating oil up from 13 cents to 31 cents per gallon, the colleges have
to become a cost conscious business seeking buyers.

35

^^"High Cost of Schooling," Newsweek, September 16, 1974, pp. 54-55.
35_
Ibid., p. 55.
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The university as a facility, has a tremendous cost outlay, and
all of it cannot simply be levied at the student who is already over
burdened.

The cost moves into the public sector with the various govern

ment aids to education.
is overburdened!

However, the taxpayer then becomes the one that

Spending for higher education is estimated at $40 bil

lion this year, with about $27 billion by public institutions and $13
billion by private colleges.

36

With declining worth in the eyes of its

consumer and the taxpayer, the university can find itself in serious
difficulty on the revenue scene.
The society takes up a large part of the burden in two important
ways :

1)

through loans and grants to the colleges, and 2)

expanding student loans directly to the student.

through

The student thus has

the money to buy post-secondary education, but he still must be swayed
to use it in the college area.

The 1960's saw federal support for educa

tion rise from $2 billion to $8 billion, while all U.S. expenditures on
education rose from $25 to $66 billion.

37

Marketing in today’s inflation

bound economy must be employed to sell the student, and the government
on the college program's worth to the public in order to maintain and
possibly increase aid.

Today we do not have to push a Russian-American

space gap for post-secondary assistance from the tax dollar, but we do
have several ills in the society that have an urgent need for funds that
are now devoted to higher education.

Competition for funds will stiffen

as the colleges ask for more and more of the tax dollar.

The university

must make its benefits and needs known in marketing their education

36

"Education Costs May Set Record," Great Falls Tribune, No. 117,

p. 1.
37

Levitan, Resources. p. 106.
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product, or face loss of their consumer as well as their financial
backing.

The university must realize that it is no longer a ’sacred cow'

in the eyes of its society.
Rising overhead costs simply in the running of the physical
facility of universities have really taxed the finances of all colleges,
large or small.

Rarely can there be found a stated "company or industry"

objective in the area of pricing and financing of the college operation,
whether for profit or social well being.

The school's objectives usually

gloss over the hard reality of finances for the enterprize, and spend
reams of paper on the philosophical defenses of their existence as
institutions of higher education.

Institutions not withstanding, definite

objectives have to be established, and a pricing policy firmed up for the
colleges.

Profitability is not a goal for most universities, but huge

debts are not a goal either.

The students must be the primary concern,

and the university must constantly reassess the pricing policy it fosters
to keep the student from turning away from these high cost programs to
other less expensive, or even less rewarding options of post-secondary
education.
In 1973, the Committee for Economic Development, a non-profit
research institute, in a report entitled The Management and Financing of
Colleges, called for tuition at public colleges to more than double over
the next five years.

38

This is a policy fostered by important spokesman

organizations, such as the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, to
save the college from financial ruin.

In 1973, $15 billion was spent to

run higher education at the college level with costs up to $30 billion.

"Footing the Bill," Newsweek, October 15, 1973, p. 79.
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four times the 1963 amount.

Affluent families will be the ones still

buying this product, with the poor who seek this education necessarily
supported through state and federal subsidies.

Free education thoughts

have all but vanished, and It Is harder again to go to college singly
because of cost.

The only bright point on the Issue Is that the private

Institution from a cost standpoint becomes more competitive with the
formerly lower-priced public colleges.

The danger, as always. Is where

does It all stop, and who really pays for the added burden?
the answer Is the student.

Unfortunately

Clark Kerr, chairman of the Carnegie Com

mission on Higher Education, warned In 1971, that "when enrollments
level off, the Institutions will be less dynamic both quantitatively
and qualitatively....and since education Is a service Industry, where
costs tend to outrun productivity, colleges may be unable to find the
money to grow creatively."

39

A warning still not heeded!

State governments hard pressed by other revenue demands are
looking at money marked for the colleges as a source of revenue by other
areas.

Ohio's Governor John Gllllgan proposed that every student at the

public colleges In Ohio be required to repay the full amount that Ohio
had to spend subsidizing the student’s education over the $660 tuition
paid by the s t u d e n t . W i t h the student paying less than one-quarter of
the real cost of a public university education, the average Ohio college
graduate would owe the state about $4,000.

This plan represents a threat

by the states that are hard pressed for revenue on the college program
that could spread to more state legislatures without proper marketing
and pricing policies that prove the worth of a college to the state.
OQ
"Stop and Go," Newsweek, October 18, 1971, p. 72.
^°"The Gllllgan Plan," Newsweek, April 12, 1971, p. 73.
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The student unfortunately has suffered the most in any program
to alleviate the revenue problem on the college.

The university facility

employs over 500,000 faculty members in more than 2,400 educational insti
tutions while expending in excess of $20 million during the 1968-69 academic
year.

41

Yet, the student for whom it all exists comes last with higher

costs to him predicted for the future!

Cartter estimated the following

cost figures in obtaining a four-year college and a doctoral degree at a
representative private university in 1968:

42

Cost of four years of college - beyond high school education
Direct personal costs (tuition and fees)
Personal income foregone
Subsidized direct costs (state or federal)
Total Cost

$ 8,000
20,000
4,000
$32,000

Cost of doctoral degree over and above college education
Direct personal costs (tuition and fees)
Personal income foregone
Subsidized direct costs (state or federal)
Total Cost

$ 6,000
30,000
12,000
$38,000

Bureau of Census lifetime income estimates show that a college
graduate earns an average of approximately $363,000 more in a lifetime
than a worker who has less than eight years of formal education.

Accord

ing to these figures, a college education is worth $212,000 more than a
high school education, a substantial return on a $32,000 investment.

43

41
Levitan, Resources, p. 148.
42
Allan M. Cartter, "Economics of Higher Education," in Contem
porary Economic Issues, ed. Neil W. Chamberlain, (Homewood, 111.: Richard
D. Irwin, 1969), p. 150.
^^U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
States, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 111.
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The benefit, however, must be relayed to the student who is given only
the present day heavy cost side of the program in current publication.
Charges from sectors like the state legislature above claim that
the United States spends too much in the area of higher education at the
expense of other needy areas of the economy.

The success of countries

like Japan demonstrate the possibility of operating a sophisticated
industrial economy with average educational levels, far lower than those
in the United States.

Douglas North and Roger Miller point out that the

correct amount of higher education would be where the social return on
the investment in human capital is equal at the margin to other types of
social investment.

44

The concern thus should be the opportunity costs

of capital equated at the margin.
The comparison of the social costs to the social benefits of a
higher education and the revenue it spends could help the case in the
constructive marketing of the college educational programs.

Social costs

of higher education could include items like direct costs (tuition, room,
board, and books), the subsidy for a public university by the state from
tax revenues, and the income foregone by a student while in college (the
opportunity costs of the student period).

Social benefits would run in

the order of incremental earnings from the difference of a high school
versus a college education, consumption value of a higher education where
one gains the aesthetic enjoyment of books, art, and music, and the
benefits a society gives from receiving a better educated citizen.

45

The

costs and the benefits should be discounted back to the present value terms
44

Douglas C. North and Roger Leroy Miller, The Economics of Public
Issues. (New York: Harper & Row, 1971), p. 124.
4^Ibid., pp. 124-125.
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to make them comparable.

North and Miller set an expected rate of return

of ten to fifteen percent on this educational investment for the future
by students and the society.
The institution has three main sources of revenue;
government grant or loan, 2)
3)

the student tuition.

1)

the

the donations from alumni and friends, and

Even with the federal loans, the G.I. Bills,

and the research grants, the student can no longer be the logical choice
to increase the demand on him for funds, especially in the face of declin
ing enrollments.

He is no longer capable of paying more costs, and is

looking for lower cost options of post-secondary education.
Government aid to universities had increased already from
$922,000 in 1970 to $1,100,000 in 1971, just in the area of private loans
to students.

47

In the State of Washington, the appropriations for all

institutions of higher learning (beyond the twelfth grade) for 1968 in
volved expenditures of $400 million.

This allocation is equal to twenty

percent of the state budget or $120 in tax money for every man, woman,
and child in the State of Washington.

More loans and grants from the

federal and state governments are probably the best area for an increase
in revenues, however, the increases will eventually be paid off by the
student-consumer, now the taxpayer, in the form of his rising tax burden.
College costs are rising about six and one-half percent annually,
and as costs are transferred to the student, the student uses more of the
Federal Guaranteed Student Loan program.

A good program with over $3.3

billion out in loans in 1971 at over 7,500 institutions, however, $30
46

Ibid., p. 125.

^^The Council of Financial Aid To Education, Inc., U.S. Depart
ment of Health. Education, and Welfare Report, (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, July 1972).
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billion in student loans were defaulted nationwide!

4'8

Serious misgivings

in business risks now enter the problem as both the facility (the univ
ersity) and the consumer (the student) cannot afford the product!
In the past decade, donations to colleges and universities have
more than doubled, and spending on higher education has nearly quadrupled.
Gifts in 1971 were $1.9 billion while total spending skyrocketed to $27.8
billion.

49

With the end of student revolts, better business conditions,

growing recognition of college financial difficulties, the industry may
be able to draw more contributions from more areas of the society.

They

must recognize the university's benefits to the total society first, thus
easing the cost burden and opening the college market to a wider, more
diverse student body.
In all phases, the university should adopt a pricing policy and
price level for the consumer as low as possible, yet covering the costs
when added to the other revenues, thereby shooting for a break-even
strategy industry-wide.

Price variance should be static in all courses

offered in one institution, yet may vary as does the quality of courses
from college to college.

To maintain the price to the consumer, the other

revenues have to be hit harder in times of need.

Overall, the burden must

be lightened or at least stabilized for the students by making up the
difference with contributions and government aid increases, if colleges
are to remain competitive with other alternatives.

48

"Pay Up," Newsweek, August 23, 1971, p. 84.

49

"Return of the Givers-Happy Surprise for Colleges," U.S. News
and World Report, Vol. LXXIII, No. 5, July 31, 1972, pp. 45-46.
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All departments and agencies of the college complex must be
brought into the pricing decision.

Marketing contributes to the decision

with its knowledge and analysis of the needs and attitudes of the pros
pective buyers.

Leadership in the field, competition, differentiation

as talked about earlier, and costs of production, all play a strategic
role in setting prices.

A range of prices that seek out the buyers'

interests will go far to cure the college market.

The marketing manager

hired to aid these concerns will be a long awaited expertise for an
institution lacking the business know-how in a big business area such as
post-secondary education.
Factors that must be dealt with as influencing the pricing
decision are;^^
1.

The influence of value, i.e., the utility of the product
measured in terms of money on pricing,

2.

The

influence

3.

The

desired rate

of return on investment,

4.

The

influence

of

competition,

5.

The

marketing

methods used,

6.

of

costs,

Considerations of public policy.

All of the above factors have already been discussed in some
fashion or another, however, the institutions themselves must make the
decision.

The market manager must be trained and hired, and the new

business-oriented policies for the college developed and used.

Pricing

is probably the most difficult of the decisions to be made, and marketing
will help.

50
Maynard D. Phelps and J. Howard Westing, Marketing Management.
(Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, 1968), p. 301.
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The college marketer should adopt the theory of Alfred Oxenfeldt
as a non-mathematical multi-stage approach for pricing college programs.
The six successive steps are:^^
1.

Selecting market targets,

2.

Choosing a brand-image,

3.

Composing a marketing mix,

4.

Selecting a pricing policy,

5.

Determining a pricing strategy,

6.

Arriving at a specific price.

Each step narrows the alternatives available to the marketing
manager.

The theory requires analytical ability of the market and market

knowledge, yet the theory is developed in successive looks at the market
without an elaborate, unvaried, mathematical model and its needed tools.
The advantage simply being the ease of understanding for the other college
managers, and the speed to which it can be applied to the university
market with aid of a trained marketing manager.
Whatever the policy and methodology implemented, the market must
be analyzed and dissected, knowledge amassed, and most important, action
taken to market a product to the consumer in an organized and goal oriented
program.

Many factors point to the extreme advantage of a total educa

tional program with an attainable goal for the normal student, and the
university can bring this all into a realistic marketing approach.
This chapter has attempted to initially explore the various seg
ments of the post-secondary market, and to make a case for the use of

^^Alfred R. Oxenfeldt, "Multi-Stage Approach To Pricing," in
Analytical Viewpoints in Marketing Management, ed. Keith K. Cox (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J . : Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1968), pp. 192-208.
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marketing principles and studies in this industry.

Next, this paper

explains an initial survey taken of the college market in an effort to
establish certain defined areas of concern for the marketing manager for
a university education.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESIS FOR RESEARCH

General
Chapter I established a theory base on the marketing of a post
secondary education as a new field through the analysis of the product,
consumer, market-industry, and price.

For marketing, the field of col

lege education represents an experiment for the future that can yield
benefits that can foster marketing as a worthwhile adventure to advance
its society through the "selling" of this education product to the sus
picious consumer-student.
Unfortunately the data available for this field is extremely
limited, and not oriented to college education marketing.

It was neces

sary to develop an initial attempt into this area based on the graduates
and students the college educational system has produced.

The only

variables a researcher has in this new field of marketing research is
the natural ability of the student (V), the college and university school
ing the student can get (X), and the professional success one can gain
from the combination of both inputs (Y).

The input of the schooling on

the natural ability becomes the big mystery (see Figure 4).

This X + Y

relationship of variables is a question that must be answered in order
for the college marketer to come through and reach his market on sound
footing.

Research is needed, and this paper represents a start, a start

that is late already!
47
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College/University Schooling
(X)

Professional Success
(Y)

Natural Ability
(V)

Fig. 4.— The Variables

Limitations of the Initial Questionnaire
Appendix I contains the sample questionnaire that was distributed
from 15 July 1974 through 31 October 1974.

This survey represented an

initial attempt into an undeveloped information area concerning the
relationship of the student and the university.

The questionnaire does

not pretend to be the basis of the professional paper, but only a simple
research tool that can point out some areas of concern for the marketing
manager of a university education.

It is general in nature for a reason,

simplicity and low cost over complexity and high cost.

The research area

is too undefined and new for strict survey techniques, yet an initial
attempt must be made into the unexplored subject!
This survey was intended to define general areas of research,
potential problem areas for the new marketer, and foster spin-off research
to further develop the marketing of a university education.

From the data

gained and analysis of data, this has pointed out further research needs
and possible methodology.

(Reference Appendix IV for a follow-up survey

to test out the original test results; Appendix V for a suivey to identify
the specific problems and information for a particular school's marketing
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program; and Appendix VI for a sample survey stressing the analysis of
a particular problem area discovered in the initial survey that warrants
detailed study.)
Certain assumptions have to be made at the outset for evaluating
the future of college education.

The following assumptions were made to

limit the topic and to construct a report at some point in time looking
to a future point in time as a common demarcation line between author
and reader:
1.

The majority of people will have

the discretionary income

or other income sources in order

to attain the required

amounts of money to make the choice of educational paths.
2.

52

Furthering one's education beyond the senior high level
will remain a need requiring fulfillment for a substantial
part of our society in the future making for a lucrative
market for the energetic college marketing system.

3.

53

A severe drop in the importance of attaining a college
degree for society to assess a person capable of succeeding
in that society will be a rising

4.

trend in the United States.

54

The competition for the student will come from other educa
tional outlets and job opportunities, such as trade schools,
two-year colleges, specialized schools, and on-the-job
training programs.

^^"Why Is It Easier To Get Into College Now?"
53
"New Moods of College Students," p. 28.
^^"Now Is It College Seeking Students?"
Vol. LXXI, No. 10, September 6, 1971, p. 42.
55

p. 24.

U.S. News & World Report,

Ibid.
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Five target groups for the derivation of information for this
project can now be established.

These are:

1)

high school students

preparing for possible furthering of their education, 2)

college students

involved in the process of higher education through a college, 3)

recent

college graduates to see whether or not they have achieved their goals,
4)

working class individuals who opted for on-the-job training right

out of high school, and 5)

ten year college and high school graduates

who took either work or college as their option to explore how they
would advise an individual on the verge of decisions between school
(college) or work centers.
There are many groups that could be tested, but for the sake of
cost, feasibility, and timeliness, these five have been settled on as
the appropriate ones.

For this initial exploration, the recent college

graduate will be the primary target in order to provide timely and
immediately available information concerning the college education market.
This information can be put to use quickly for marketing the university
"products" to present consumers.
Up to this point in the survey, the urgency of the matter for
college and universities to develop a marketing consciousness has been
exclaimed if they are to remain competitive with various increasing
options available.

If any university officials are to take heed, it is

necessary to have an accurate, timely, and representative research project
to prove the necessity for action.

For this reason and others already

exclaimed, the following initial questionnaire targeted to the recent
college graduate was developed and distributed.
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Questionnaire Technique and Methodology
As In any research project, two Important aspects become fore
most for the researcher.

These are validity and reliability.

Validity

has to do with how good the answers are that have been yielded by the
s t u d y . R e l i a b i l i t y Is an element of validity and depends on the degree
of randomness In the sample.
of the results over tlme.^^

Reliability also relates to the consistency
These two concerns can never be fully satis

fied, yet must be met as much as possible.

The validity. Is tested with

results In a group of answers to questions that are sound Initial break
downs of the subject matter of concern for college marketing.

Reliability

tends to be enforced by consistent responses on the questions with def
inite problem areas being pointed out through a number of questionnaires.
Random variation Is achieved through a good distribution of colleges and
programs, and a variety of grade point averages being represented among
the questionnaire respondents.
Appendix II.)

(For details of such data, refer to

These topics will be discussed In more detail below In

the analysis of results.
The purpose of this study was two-fold:

1)

to point out the

dissatisfaction of college graduates with the product of education, and
2)

to provide some alternatives for marketing a revised education

product by the university system In light of the competition that they
will face for students with other educational alternatives due to
such dissatisfaction In the 1980's, based on Informational research

York:

Julian L. Simon, Basic Research Methods In Social Science, (New
Random House, 1969), p. 24.
^^Ibld., p. 25.
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data present and to be developed, (Chapter II and Chapter IV).

To

support the first objective and because of the lack of research in
college marketing, the initial questionnaire was developed and run.
The purpose of the questionnaire then is to help prove the dissatisfac
tion of college graduates, and to provide certain defined problem areas
that this paper and the future college market manager can initially
attack and control for use in the successful marketing of any college
program or course of study.
The target group for the questionnaire was the recent college
graduate, a few students currently in college and technical school, plus
a few older college graduates.

This confined group should provide an

accurate and timely data report that can be used immediately by the
market for its "product" sales.

The time frame for the questionnaire

was 15 July 1974, through 31 October 1974, during which time it was
distributed around the country by various friends and business associates.
Group packages of 25 and 50 questionnaires and

return postage envelopes

were assembled and mailed to these people for distribution.

Each package

was preceded by a letter of instructions on distribution and collection,
and followed by a telephone call to further explain the methodology and
to answer any questions the distributors may have had.

(See Appendix VII

for cost breakdown of expenses for the professional paper.)
The next set of questionnaires in addition to those mailed, were
directed to the 341st Strategic Missile Wing Combat Crew Members.

This

provided a source of college graduates that is widely dispersed as to
college of attendance throughout the United States.

Mixed with the above

distribution, the City of Great Falls, Montana, was also used as a point
of distribution.
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With the mailings around the United States, the combat crew
dispersion, and the Great Falls transient populace, a wide geographical
spread of respondents was sought and achieved.

(Reference Appendix III

for the listing of colleges and universities attended by respondents,
along with their G. P. A.'s, majors, and graduation dates.)

Names were

not used and the anonymous nature of each response was maintained as
much as possible.
Each of the 523 questionnaires distributed was headed with a
letter of introduction explaining the general nature of the questionnaire,
while trying not to prejudice the correspondent with too many "canned"
decisions by the author.

An appeal for responses was made from the stand

point of consumer research, rather than as a problem searching and solving
project.

Instructions for returning the questionnaires, and the stress

of evaluating only undergraduate education was also made in the cover
letter.

For those questioning anonymity, the questionnaire could either

be returned via the distributor, who was counseled on maintaining the
guarded opinion of the respondent, or sent directly to the author.
In conjunction with the 22-item questionnaire, three informative
type questions were asked to further clarify and compartmentalize the
responses of each questionnaire.
study, 2)

They asked for:

grade point average (G.P.A.), 3)

date, and 4)

1)

major area of

year attended or graduation

location of the education experience.

The last question

was badly located as a few respondents missed filling it in, and should
be corrected in later surveys.

The data gained from the questionnaire

will later be broken down by states.

Also, results from the two states

with the largest number of respondents will be compared.

In Appendix III,

note the wide dispersion of colleges, grade points, and college majors
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sought and achieved through the random nature of the Initial question
naire.
The bulk of the data to be amassed was provided from the 22-item
questionnaire.

Each question was defined on the first page of the survey,

and represents an attempt to keep both author and respondent within defined
limits.

The evaluation criteria meant to be a general evaluation of the

undergraduate student experience.

Highs and lows are naturally expected

in any human experience, and with this, there is no exception.

The focal

point of the questionnaire is opinion of the college experience including
the considerations of the highs and lows!
a

From this overall impression,

unique marketing program can be started toward the marketable qualities,
V

and needed improvements of university programs.
Questions #1 through #16 were placed in a grid type framework
for faster analysis and ease of answering.

In this grid, the rating

categories ranged from Excellent, Good, Average, Weak, and Poor.

Each

rating category is defined just before starting the questions in order
to develop in the respondent a sound understanding of the parameters to
fit their educational experience into each category.

Questions #17

through #22 could not fit into a grid, and were placed into a multiple
choice format.

After Question #22, a thank you is applied, and more

important, a chance for the respondent to ppovide comments relevent to
the area of study, and to relay information not included in the questions.
Approximately one out of twenty respondents had comments which will be
explored below.
Each question had been assigned a purpose, and a reason for
inclusion in the questionnaire, and merits attention here.
through #9 stress the student-teacher relationship.

Questions #1

Teaching skill is
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evaluated from the standpoint of the teacher's ability toward creating
student motivation and interest.

A follow-up rests in Question #2 with

the measurement of the receptiveness to questions and discussion.

Too

often the student enters enthusiastic and ready for learning, but poor
teaching and stifled students turn the program around.
Question #3 analyzes the two-way learning process for student and
teacher, and is followed by an evaluation of teacher availability to
express the terms to which teachers view their jobs as student-oriented,
or as professors and scientists for research and furthering their pro
fessional field of study.

This total program is tested in Question #5,

where organization is evaluated for the planning and purposefulness of
courses that a student is directed to take for his major field of study.
Through the teacher and the course, the enthusiasm and interest created
is sought as an area that students have definite opinions on for better
ment of their educational dollar.
In any competitive program, testing policy is the seemingly never
ending enenty of the student throughout the education system in the United
States.

A testing policy must be solid and unquestioned if a student is

to believe and thrive in any educational program.

Coupled with testing

for success in a college program, the teacher interest and attitude with
his command of the course weigh heavy in the student success ethic to be
promoted.

From tests and good teachers, creative thinking is also weighed

as the higher education goal of a better educated man comes into play,
developing a robot, rattling facts or a "whole man" thinking new thoughts
on established areas for his society's advancement.

Linkingthis all

together for the college programs, grades become the competition basis
and deserve evaluation for the students who must work and succeed with them.
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Questions #11 through #15 segment the college program that is
offered the student and represent the hardware side of the product,
usually quite visible for the student, and quite useful for demonstration
by a good college marketer.

Question #11 explores the worth of the mass

of texts that a student purchases and hopefully, absorbs in his college
career.

Tied to these texts comes the assignments usually heaped on the

student, who must evaluate their importance within the program of study
he has worked and paid for.

The texts, assignments, and teachers meet

in the classroom situation, which is graded as a part of the total
college package.
Question #15 is probably the most important area of exploration :
for this initial study!

It represents an evaluation useful to the student,

yet very important to the society now questioning both the funds and man
power invested in the higher education structure.

Important in this

area is how the course of study challenged and prepared the student for
meeting the demands of every day life.

School facilities are also

appraised in the same area in order to see the effect of the capital
investment on the program.
Work and time weigh heavily on the college student in his course
of study.

The preparation demanded and the amount of work could be deter

minants of the selling points for the future college programs.

With

these and other areas evaluated by the student, eventually the cost must
be questioned by all.

The money has to be evaluated in relationship to

the benefits gained overall.
Recent years have seen a questioning of the ethics forced on a
success or die program fostered by the highly competitive grading in our
colleges.

Tables of elaborate cheating methods for a better grade are
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numerous, and must be nailed down as rumor or truth through a direct
evaluation for the college programs’ continued sovereign ethical stand
ards to remain valid.
Cost probably is the single most involved and important area of
concern for the prospective and current college student.

Methods of

financing therefore become important to the college consumer and marketer
in developing a program within reason and the needs of the consumer.
Paying for a product years after the experience without assuring consumer
satisfaction has been a typical fault of the college program.

The mar

keter must view this area with revised programs and better financial
paths made available to aid the consumer-student.

Spiraling costs and

soaring inflation must be battled by the marketer and shown in a valid
marketing program for the benefit of the potential students.

Informa

tion about the various financial programs must therefore provide the
starting framework for the college market.
Finally, the questionnaire frankly asks the student his opinion
of the course of study just evaluated in recommending it to another
person with similar desires.

Marketing often depends on the recommenda

tions of prior customers, and more important, the reputation a product
can develop for itself.

Too frequently, the former buyer is ignored

as a source of information on improvements

and refinements of the

product that they now are the most acquainted with as a user.

The

marketer must see the product in light of past purchases in order to
better measure the future possibilities of the product.

Candidly, it

represents an estimate of sheer worth in totality to the students!
At the conclusion of the questions, a plea or encouragement is
offered to present any comments or criticism that the respondent may
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have for the college program evaluated.

This too will be a source of

data for the college marketing program to start Its work.
Now the data gained from the Initial survey must be reported
and analyzed to label the problem areas and mark the Initial step for
development of a sound and useful marketing program for the college and
university today and In the future.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND FINDINGS OF PRIMARY RESEARCH

General
Students who will enter college in the 1980*s are already in
school.

58

Some predictions can be made on the amount of admissions

to our colleges, but the whole process of 'going to college' may be
obsolete or changed beyond recognition by the time this and other groups
are ready for the consumer decision on the college product.

Courses,

teachers, programs, and even buildings must be planned now for possible
changes.

Urgent matters are forever reappearing in the college scene!

This includes everything from finances to effective curriculum, yet
future orientation must be present if the university is ever to advance
in its field of education.
Data are necessary for analysis and firm action based on statis
tics that try to give a true image of the situation under observation.
Chapter III outlined the initial questionnaire methodology, now the
results will be reported and analyzed for providing guidelines and
recommendations for action and future study in the proper and useful
marketing of a post-secondary education from the university sector.

58
Alvin C. Eurich, ed., Campus 1980, (New York:
1968), pp. VII-VIII.

Delacorte Press,

59
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With the post-secondary market rapidly changing, trial and error
methods of research would be too slow and risky.

No research can hope

to completely dissect the real-world reactions to post-secondary educa
tion.

With these limitations assumed, survey research was deemed appro

priate and useful for the investigation in the initial dissection of
the market.

Casual relationships and data about the market were sought

to outline a market approach (Chapter V ) , and to establish guidelines
and a target to attack for improvement of the post-secondary education
"business."

Variables will be spelled out in hopes of laying out the

areas of importance to the new college marketer.

In the end, the

inexpensive nature of the survey for this modest research program pro
vides useful initial data when coupled with existing research.

Further

more, it opens the program for additional research by more elaborate and
solvent researchers.
The data will be reported, then analyzed, and finally incor
porated into a future oriented college marketing program.

Chances for

further research will also be debated and presented from the merits
and demerits of the initial survey that follows.

Information Discovered in the Initial Questionnaire
Table 2 represents a synopsis of the data of the 390 initial
questionnaires returned out of the 523 distributed from 15 July 1974
through 31 October 1974.

A state by state breakdown of the questions

and responses, plus an alphabetical listing of the colleges by major
and grade point average (G.P.A.) lies in the appendix section of this
research paper highlighting the random distribution.
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TABLE 2
DATA SUMMARY OF THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE*

States Responding:

45

Number of Respondents:

390
Ratings

Question
■ Number

Excellent

Good

Average

Weak

Poor

1

53

175

136

18

6

2

64

172

125

26

3

3

53

132

155

43

7

4

88

152

99

41

11

5

60

176

131

18

2

6

49

154

147

35

4

7

25

141

174

36

12

8

81

176

110

17

5

9

44

116

150

67

10

10

19

142

185

34

10

11

37

160

151

33

8

12

32

161

160

28

9

13

41

144

153

39

12

14

36

153

172

27

2

15

32

106

133

88

26

16

97

167

91

27

8

B

C

D

Ratings

A

'

E

17

15

177

175

22

1

18

16

188

169

16

0

19

89

119

110

57

15

20

13

36

163

135

42

21

71

192

32

96

172

22

282

108

——

--

*The responses of each question on the initial questionnaire in
Appendix I are tabulated here for summary, and are analyzed in the narrative of the remaining part of Chapter IV.
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
NOTES :
1.

Some questionnaires rated more than one school, therefore each school
was listed in the synopsis of data above and throughout the study.

2. Some questionnaires were scored and coded for several schools and
are included in the data.
3. Some questions were not marked by individuals for one reason or
another, and so the totals of questions and schools do not balance
exactly.
4. Question #21 has several answers in the method of financing higher
education, including an answer (f) as "other" and this will be out
lined in detail in Table 4.
5.

Forty-five states were polled plus several schools were not listed,
but were included in the data with their ratings.

6.

Appendix II has a breakdown by state of the data summary in Table 2.

7.

Attention should be drawn to the high number of "average" rating
responses in all of the survey's questions. This must be considered
a normal effect with respondents not wanting to hurt anyone, and also
a result of the general nature of the survey.
Sufficient distribution
with corresponding peaks and valleys on all the questions warrant only
mentioning the averaging effect common to most surveys of this nature.
The survey still produces relevant data and an important first step!

8.

Appendix III shows the fairly good distribution of colleges and degree
programs, and a variety of grade point averages among the question
naire respondents. This highlights the random nature of the survey
technique.
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF THE TWO STATES WITH LARGEST
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS

States:
Number of Respondents:
Ratings :

EX

Montana

Pennsylvania

48

54

G

AV

W

P

EX

G

AV

W

P

Question
Number
1

1

19

20

6

2

10

19

20

3

2

2

4

20

18

5

1

13

27

8

5

1

3

2

16

20

8

2

11

23

13

5

1

4

10

13

13

8

4

12

23

10

6

3

5

1

13

24

9

1

11

23

16

4

0

6

1

13

24

7

3

8

26

16

4

0

7

0

7

28

9

4

6

18

22

6

1

8

2

21

17

4

4

20

20

12

1

0

9

0

9

21 12

6

8

18

21

6

2

10

2

12

24

7

3

4

21

23: 6

0

11

3

10

22 10

3

10

26

14

3

1

12

1

8

28

7

4

7

22

18

4

2

13

2

12

22

9

3

9

17

19

7

3

14

3

13

22 10

0

11

18

18

5

0

15

2

8

15 14

9

6

17

11 14

6

16

5

27

11

3

2

14

24

10

5

1

Ratings :

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

17

2

17

26

3

0

4

23

22

4

0

18

1

20

26

1

0

5

25

20

3

0

19

6

11

18 11

2

12

13

16

9

4

20

0

9

27

9

3

1

7

23 18

5

21

10

18

9

8

24

15

20

6 12

24

22

33

15

37

17

NOTE: Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing higher
education. Answer (f) is "other" and will be outlined later in Table 4.
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Analysis of the Data
Table 2 is the first area of concern in the analysis, drawing
upon the total results of the questionnaire for some inferences on the
national atmosphere in the college and university market.
Questions #1 through #9 explored the student-teacher relationship.
From the results of Question #1, teaching skills that create student moti
vation and interest were rated mainly between good and average with very
few on the outside ratings.

The written comments however, brought out the

necessary wide-range of teacher abilities which could only be analyzed
by a course by course survey, probably tying together only similar courses
and programs.

The students reported that the biggest deterents were

insensitive, mass treatment of students, particularly in large enrollment
courses and large universities.

Generally, the teaching skill area is

under control and performing well according to those polled on the topic.
Smaller classes and programs would help, but the cost aspect becomes most
restrictive with rising labor costs and college program costs.
Question #2 served as a follow-up question in the measurement
of the teacher's receptiveness to questions and discussion.

An almost

exact parallel resulted between the responses given for the first two
questions.

Large classes and lecture-hall classes where the individual’s

needs and interests are lost, were the prime complaints of the students.
A 'paying customer’ stifled in using this educational product would
definitely wonder about the worth of his time spent at the college.
Students stated that they didn’t mind a certain amount of lectures and
rote memorization to establish their basic core of knowledge in a subject
area, but also desire an opportunity to express opinions and question
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areas for improvement of their knowledge and possible deeper analysis of
a subject by both teacher and student.

More weak responses were listed

here because of some teachers' total involvement with their subject over
its human worth.

Students want their ideas to be voiced, criticized and

improved upon in order to further explore a field which interests them
not only for the course, but also as being relevent to their futures.
For the college and university, learning must be recognized as a two-way
street, teacher and student alike.

Businesses and lower education levels

for years have used feedback from their consumers and students to teach
and learn about the betterment of all programs.

Colleges must use students

as an important source of feedback both for the product of education they
offer and for the professional field they teach and support.
Question #3 looks at the specific two-way learning process in the
rapport created between student and teacher in their dialogue.

A much

more average result is reported, coupled with almost double the weak and
poor ratings.

The students often complain of treatment as second-class

citizens in the field of study by professors.

Egocentric teachers are

charged with using students as experiments and not as future colleagues.
Students charge that they are used as researchers for the professional
papers and articles of professors without even the credit of being able
to contribute to the field of study in the classroom when professors
deal in impersonal one-way lecture methods that simply fill the class
with only the teachers' ideals.
On the other side, students charge that they have paid to attend
college and want the teachers' ideas and content, rather than sitting
and listening to other students take out their frustrations and use class
time.

Obviously, the answer lies somewhere in the middle of this
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controversy!

To understand what the consumer Is thinking, any success

ful business must talk to Its market.

For any field or profession to

advance. It must take and use the Inputs of all its participants.

With

the above two aspects, the teacher should take the student dialogue as
useful for course content and structure, so both can advance to goals they
mutually desire.

Nowhere can a one-way conversation succeed in achieving

complete learning as well as professional developments.
be taught to stand up and express himself and his ideas.

A student must
In discussing

the values of a college education, many students point to communication
skills and self-analysis as the two most important results gained from
their college experience.

Through a better dialogue learning process,

college courses can capitalize on this substantial benefit already iden
tified by college students as being important.
Question #4 evaluated the availability of teachers for out of
class consultation.

It shows the professors as being generally student

oriented, with some leaning to the researcher-scientist attitude of fur
thering professional standing in one's field rather than the students.
This was a good sign for the colleges as a majority of students felt
they could reach the professors for out of class consultation.
admit, all cannot be learned or taught in the classroom.

As most

Individualized

problems, in-depth questions, and even remedial help, require the avail
ability of the professor.

Programs designed to help people, which this

study advocates, require this sort of teacher-student concern!

This

availability can help both the superior student who requires additional
challenges, as well as the weaker student who needs more detailed explana
tions of class work.

Small classes are the ultimate answer, but until

costs can be managed, this individualized assistance by the professors
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can be marketed to the college program's advantage.
Question #5 analyzes the total program's organization in the
planning and purposefulness of courses in major fields of study.

Most

respondents rated this category toward the upper areas of the scale.
Only twenty respondents were actually displeased with the organization
of courses in their major fields of study.
Each college usually puts out a catalog of courses describing
the defined limits of each course with the professors and departments
the final determinants of the points to be highlighted within those
limits.

Some criticisms exist on the lack of flexibility allowed in the

course organization.

Topics that arouse the interest of students some

times cannot be followed, and are even curtailed to assure coverage of
the previously advertised curriculum.

Grantedly, professors have a

responsibility to cover required material, but college departments would
increase student interests on less popular material through the use of
controversial topics to ease into the more tedious material of any parti
cular course.
Question #6 examines the subject of the enthusiasm and interest
created from the aspect of the teacher with the subject matter and his
students.

An increasing number of displeased replies was noted.

Often

the charge was that teachers have taught from the same lesson plans using
the same methodology for years.

Hence, they were bored with their pre

sentations, and consequently their students remain unmotivated.

Dramatics

are often not encouraged for the sake of professionalism in many subject
areas.

New and innovative teaching methods could help the most time worn

topic presentation.

With the technological gains in audiovisual aids and

educational facilities, professors would do well to look into these areas
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in assisting their presentations.

Usually college professors are trained

thoroughly in their subject areas, and teaching abilities are taken for
granted.

College teacher education programs could help both students and

courses if just to promote good communicative skills.

Some professional

organizations of college professors that were polled for information,
report the development of more professional standards of college teaching
and more emphasis on teaching techniques in their professional journals
and papers than in years passed.
Question #7 pointed to the relevancy of the testing policy of
colleges in regards to the essentials of the courses of study.

Tests

are the basic tool for determining success in any program of study.

An

inherent problem in analyzing this category of responses is that very few
students have a great love for tests of any kind.

While the majority of

responses again fell in the middle, more poor responses were noted than
in previous questions.
The usual critiques were levied on the topic, such as testing
by professors on little known facts rather than on the understanding
of concepts important to the field of study.

Defenses and critiques of

the pass-fail system were commented on in regards to this question.

Less

pressure on tests to the lack of a procedure to really distinguish the
mass of students who are in the middle of achievement were the usual
range of comments on the pass-fail system.

A majority of the respondents

agreed that tests are necessary, whether as simple progress reports or
knowledge testers.
The pass-fail concept could be used to eliminate some of the
students' pressure in those courses required by the college, yet not in
the students' major field of study.

Tests that evaluate the understanding
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of concepts elemental to a field of study could then be validated and
used for distinguishing students in any field.

Essay tests that allow

students to develop their thoughts and also promote necessary communi
cative skills would be popular here.

True-false, short factual question-

answer, and multiple choice exams do not belong in the upper level college
course.

Tests must be solid and valid performance indicators, yet not

the sole determinant of a student's success or failure.

Where a teacher

is available and student-oriented, tests become an indicator of student
and teacher success.

Tests could be used to re-tailor and alter courses

to improve those areas where students lack proper understanding.

This

type of testing policy, if advertised, could be a strong marketing angle
that students could appreciate and understand as looking to their needs
and interests in a college course of study.
Question #8 dissects teacher's attitude and interest through the
professor’s command of the courses and related information for the student.
The second largest total of excellents was logged as well as the greatest
number of good ratings.

Almost no comments were labeled against the pro

fessional qualifications of any college professor in his respective field.
In hiring professors, college departments consider credentials a prime
consideration.

Teaching assistants were another matter in this rating

category!
Too often in large universities and undergraduate courses, grad
uate students were directed to teach courses in their major field.

They

are merely backed by the professor originally assigned to teach the
course.

Thus, the system of superior education by qualified professors

can breakdown with cries of inferior teaching, false advertising, and
loss of respect for the professor slated for the course.

Assistants could
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help in special presentations, but fully qualified professors are what
the students want.
Another item in the area of teacher qualifications is the out
moded tenure system entrenched in college professorships today.

Colleges

and professors’ associations lobbying for the system point to its security
and orderly ranking of professors.

The students point to a system based

on time rather than arbitrary qualifications set by college administrators.
Teaching abilities geared for the paying student are much more meaningful
than the number of books published,
friends.

funds raised, and administrative

Many books have been written on alternative teacher evaluation

and ranking programs not in the scope of this study.

There is enough

dissatisfaction that further research and discussion are needed for this
topic.
Question #9 weighs the amount of creative thinking fostered in
the colleges, and how the courses of study challenged the students' minds
through original thought rather than mere rote memorization.
greatest number of weak ratings were evidenced here!
emotionally charged in this area.

The second

Comments were very

There was also much variance depend

ing on the particular field of study.

Scientific departments were charged

with lack of free-lancing in experimentation, restricted to canned exper
iments and analyses.

The art areas were less criticized, but dennounced

because of the heavy reliance on .the classics forcing rote memory of style,
word formations, and patterns.

Comments on the social sciences pointed

to a lack of expression of thoughts on problems of today’s society until
graduate levels are reached.

Written assignments are hated, as they are

limited to widely popular critiques of established secondary source mat
erials, rather than attempts at student-created thoughts and opinions.
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The college has a great chance here to gain ground on its com
petitors by emphasizing creative education goals rather than just train
ing in any particular field.

By advertising this creative factor in a

college program, many students bored with the rote memory courses in
high school will flock to open their minds' capacities.
Question #10 evaluates grading in the college program.
have become increasingly important for future success.

Grades

They often provide

the basis on which the worth of a college degree is eventually measured
by employers.
area.

The fewest number of excellent scores were noted in this

So many comments and criticisms were levied on this subject that

it would take another research paper just to explore the area.

This would

not be a useless effort for the new college marketer.
The lack of objective grading seems to be the biggest charge.
Too many subjective points affect the grading by the college professors.
Grades should be indicators of success or failure of the teachers' ability
to impart knowledge to the students.

Courses with only a mid-term and

final exam, or maybe only a final exam are shown as providing an all-ornothing type atmosphere.

They base the abilities of one day's performance

on the workings of an entire semester or quarter.

A surprising number

of students favored periodic quizzes that show satisfactory progress and
allow for identification of weak areas.

In addition, this methodology

reduces the totality of the mid-term and final examination pressures.
Other problems with grading are:

a)

grades vary from one school

to another and yet are compared as if they are equal, b)

small colleges

are not considered equal to large schools, but grades can be just as
difficult or even more difficult to earn, and c)

the competitive atmos

phere for grades sometimes overshadows actual learning, which is the real
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purpose of the course.

Many alternatives are offered by various college

administrators, yet no one has answered the question of how to clearly
separate good from average students in any field.
Questions #11 through #15 look at the college program through
the hardware offered and its uses in the courses— namely texts, assign
ments and classes.

Question #11 evaluated the value of the textbooks

bought and supposedly used in relation to the course of study.
Texts kept a plus rating for the most part, and managed only an
average number of weak and poor ratings.

The high cost of the texts

brought much complaining once added to the already rising tuition expenses.
The difficulty of keeping texts current is another problem that defies
solution because of the daily expansion of knowledge and data.

A valid

charge levied is the old "edition game" played by many professors who
publish textbooks.

Names, problems, indices, and new chapters are placed

in a follow-up edition outdating the current copy for re-sale or use in
other courses.

The student is sometimes forced to buy an updated edition

when either edition would suffice if the professor was willing to be
adaptive.
Opinions on the relevancy of assignments to the essentials of
the course of study were reported in Question #12.

The worth of assign

ments produced a leveling effect which was cleared up in comparing the
questionnaire totals with the written and vocal comments given by a
number of respondents.

While most respondents rated this item as good,

comments by respondents point to this area as a major irritant.

Many

students volunteered the complaint of so-called "busy-work" assignments
that seemingly serve no learning function for the course.

They fill the

block for "homework," but don't seem to provide the student with a learning
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opportunity.

Education majors were the most outraged at the amount of

useless assignments, i.e., playing children's games and working on problems
which provide little if any learning accomplishment.

Mathematics and bus

iness majors dennounce the hours of calculations on analytical problems
that teach no concepts, only figures.

Proud owners of calculators simply

make the work easier without learning anything!

This area warrants more

analysis in order to nullify the disgruntled and their valid arguments
on this part of any college course.
Question #13 on the importance of materials, permitted studies
of the impact of specific material covered in courses as a preparation for
the career selected by the student.

The number of average responses

showed a significant decline, while corresponding significant increases
were noted in the ratings of excellent and weak.
from all angles 1

Relevancy was attacked

It would take volumes for each individual course pro

gram to discuss flaws, weaknesses, and problems in the importance of
course material for handling situations in the outside world.

"Real-

life" relationships will be discussed later, but suffice it to say that
further study is needed in this area for marketing to survive with a
worthwhile product.
this chapter.]

fThis will be shown later on in the last section of

In the advertisements of other educational institutions,

this area is deemed the possible Achilles Heel for the ivory towers of
college institutions, both large and small.
Question #14 categorized the place where the teacher, student,
and material all meet— the classroom.
to

The number of poor ratings drop

the lowest in the questionnaire, with the loss being made up in the

average area.

Comments come mainly from the respondents of large

universities, who decry the mass undergraduate lecture hall classes
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where Impersonal numbers listen to canned lectures of professors and
teaching assistants.

Small college students point to the favorable

atmosphere of small classes where students and teachers communicate by
name and participate in a two-way learning process.

Discussion groups,

after the salient points of any topic are layed out by the professor,
have been noted by several education authors as one of the most popular
and most fruitful classroom methods.

An important outlook was also dis

covered in some readings that the class can and should be anywhere the
learning process can take place.

The college, the community, the manu

facturing complex, and the business community all can be places of learn
ing.

The teachers become not only professors, but any holder of know

ledge that a student wants access to for his college program.

In this

manner, the university serves both student and community in efforts of
learning that further the whole life situation for a society.
Data from Question #15 provided an evaluation useful to the
student and very important to the society now questioning both the funds
and manpower invested in higher education at the university level.

The

student, truly or falsely, pays for a program to better prepare him for
the professional life he has selected to lead in his future wage earn
ing life.

This area reported the highest number of weak ratings, and

the largest amount of poor responses— double the amount reported else
where in the entire questionnaire.

Too often students stated they were

ill-trained and in many cases had to retrain to meet the real challenges
of the field they supposedly studied.

The business student taught to

manage General Motors; the education major taught to teach the white
middle-class blossoming student; the scientist trained to run his own
lab and work on his own experiments— all these are charges pointed out
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numerous times in even the most casual of talks about this paper.

This

area alone represents the biggest section of counter-advertising aimed
at the destruction of the college market yet encountered.

Professional

and company schools point to their programs as real-life oriented for
on-the-job abilities in less time than the normal four year college
courses.

Chapter V will highlight this attack in developing a marketing

program for the colleges and universities.

Advertising must point to

the real life benefits of a college education!

As the university gets

involved in the community, it must alter its courses according to this
observation on a continuing basis.

Academic subjects are useful, if and

only if, they support and foster understanding of the environment that
the student will face in his future.

The university, in the eyes of the

students and the new society, has an obligation to present course material
for handling the real job problems that will face the student-consumer of
tomorrow.
Question #16 points to the school facilities that can add or
detract from the course of study.

It seems from the questionnaire that

the capital investments are well used, as the largest amounts of excel
lent ratings were reported here.

The college could use this area as

always, yet understand that the community and the world can be the class
room in many cases of learning.

Negative responses in the area were

related to slow building programs and inadequate supplies for classes.
Use of the facility both day and night (discussed in Chapter II) for
community as well as school efforts would help the all around image of
the college program.
Questions #17 through #22 changed the rating categories because
of-the quantifying nature of the questions.

Question #17 looks at the
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amount of preparation that was demanded for classes.
answers fell in the considerable to moderate range.

The bulk of the
One can relate these

figures with the complaints listed under the worth of assignments in
Question #12.

If the work is so much, you can wonder that some of the

worthless assignments and work could be cut out for more worthwhile
learning experiences.

Many professors believe this work is necessary to

cover material and provide a common ground for discussion.

A majority

of students have expectations of a heavy work load in college1

Purposeful

assignments, no matter what the work involved, are what students need and
expect.
Question #18 tallies the amount of work demanded for the course
of study based on how challenging the material was to the capabilities
of the student.

The results parallel the previous question with a slight

increase in the considerable rating area.

This promotes the image that

college work generally challenges the student to work and succeed in his
course of study.

If this work can be coupled with good advertising that

hard work prepares one for a good job, programs will attract students
no matter what the workload!

No significant comments were labeled

against this area that have not already been mentioned.
Question #19 compared the money paid for a college program to the
overall benefits gained for the dollar.

A unique result occurred here as

the average area decreased giving gains to both the excellent and weak
ratings.

Double the amount of weaks and poors combined with three times

as many excellents in this multiple choice section resulted!
This category shows very definite opinion dispersion from most
of the respondents.

The decisions were mostly based on current successes

gained from each course of study.

Some opinion in the excellents was
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attributed to blind luck, where success was only a dream during the
college program.

Weak/poor ratings were attributed to the holders of

college degrees that had to settle for lesser jobs and jobs in other
career fields because of the job situation in their chosen college fields.
This area alone could result in the loss of many sales of college pro"
grams to prospective student-consumers!
Corrections must be made here to assure that students, at a
minimum, get a job in his college career area.

Students complain that

they are counseled to take certain study programs and are not informed
of the future job situation for that field.

Large amounts of data are

amassed by professional associations, the Bureau of Census, and Depart
ment of Labor, about job possibilities for years ahead!

College coun

selors and marketers can use this and other data to help the student,
the economy, and college programs to allocate skilled workers to the
fields that need them.

Job guarantees, coupled with good training and

education to handle one's field would put a serious blow to any programs
that college competitors may have been putting together.
Question #20 briefly and bluntly explores the matter of cheating.
Happily the results indicate that cheating in the majority of courses
was only occasional or rarely seen.

The causes of cheating tend to stem

from the pressured atmosphere previously talked about.

Regardless, ethics

seem to be prevalent, and must be continually watched if the programs are
to be valid for whatever their purposes.
Question #21 tallied the methods for financing a course of study.
Several possible answers were given as choices.
were reported.

Combinations of all types

Most responses fell into the "other" category!

Table 4

outlines the methods of financing used by the college students polled.
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TABLE 4

FINANCING METHODS

Method of Financing

Number of Uses

Personal Savings
Working Way Through
Grants
Scholarships
Family Supported
Loans
G.I. Bill
ROTC/ACADEMY/Service Supported
National Defense Loans
Airman Education Commissioning Program
Employer Compensation
Veterans Administration

71
192
32
96
172
26
6
12
3
5
4
2

NOTE: See Table 2 and Appendix I for the methods of financing
results that were specifically referenced in the initial ques
tionnaire.

'Working your way through college' was the most used method of
financing higher education followed closely by family support.

In talk

ing with some of the respondents who reported multiple methods of paying
the bills, they remarked that when it came down to their own hard earned
money, they were much more selective on the courses and worked harder to
regain the cost outlayed.

Money is probably the most restrictive of the

factors for most college students.

Programs of assistance of any kind

could help attract the borderline student-consumer.

This topic and its

possibilities will be explored more in Chapter V.
Question #22 finally tied the questionnaire together and frankly
asks the student his opinion of his course of study.

The respondent is

asked to evaluate his program on the basis of whether or not he would
recommend his course of study to another individual with similar desires.
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With the results of 282 to 108 in favor of recommending the course of
study, the worth of the college program is established by its former or
current consumers.

Unfortunately, 108 unfavorable responses from con

sumers, who for one reason or another selected a college program, is not
too promising for future marketing.

These former students become families

that help decide and pay for students that may or may not come to college
in the future.

The programs, as they stand, have solid features yet

changes are needed— especially since the days of privileged noncompet
itiveness are fast coming to an end.

Use and Limitations in Possible Future Research
The initial exploration into this new marketing field has been
run and analyzed.

No problem can stop at this point if it warrants solu

tion and continual correction.

A questionnaire was first run to establish

some guidelines and compartmentalize the various difficulties involved in
the "selling" of a college product to a student or to a prospective
student.

To test the validity and results of the questionnaire, a follow-

up survey could be run at the random sample or at an individual college
to see the relationship of the existing data to the problem areas existing
in a particular school.

Appendix IV contains a sample follow-up survey

that could be used in a multiple choice format.

(Realizing the survey is

generally tailored to the liberal arts student, it can easily be altered
to fit other programs.)
With the problem of the averaging of answers in many of the
initial questions, a methodology for continued research had to be devel
oped to better prove and delineate the points of the hypothesis.

Train

ing centers and various on-the-job training facilities could be surveyed
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to test and measure the other competition in the market for comparison
of problems, programs and innovations that can be used by our college
market programs.

The results of these and other surveys will again have

the advantages of timelessness and low cost to investigate the adequacy
of the current programs available to the university and its competitors.
Two points should be designed effectively in all the surveys and
research attempts for the continual re-testing of the hypothesis.
are;

1)

They

Are college applications declining as a result of the inadequacy

of the current program for facing the needs and interests of the studentconsumer? ; and 2)

Do the optiohs to a college education prove to be more

useful in the minds of prospective students?
From comments and insights gained while distributing the initial
questionnaire, personal interviews with people of the same target group
would be invaluable.
project.

The problem of cost and time are obvious for this

This methodology is slow, but needed to delve into the back

grounds of the target group to assess their reasoning and thoughts on
the options of education and training available.

The interviewers must

be trained in the topic for in-depth questioning, and familiar with the
objective of the hypothesis.
The questions in the interview will approach the subject from
three angles:

1)

Advising capacity which asks the subject what goal,

course of study, and method or vehicle to attain the goal would he advise
a high school graduate to pursue; 2)

Doing capacity which presents the

same questions, but places the interviewer in the position of having to
make the same choices; and 3)

Evaluating capacity which has the subject

evaluate the choice of several selected cases typical of the average
student chosing the various options.

From this interview, in-depth
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understanding of the buyer decision process explained in Chapter II
would be catalogued and modeled for marketing research.
With the facets of investigation such as surveys, follow-ups
and interviews, the futuristic items sought from education and the cor
relation of the relative possibility of attaining these goals with the
available options of education and training can be listed.

The main

difficulty in measuring the rank order of importance of the various goals
is the large number of reasons people have in going on to a type of educa
tion and training.

With the survey and interview combination, this dif

ficulty can be surpassed.
The above research findings will hopefully finalize the hypothesis
as right or wrong in the mind of even the most conservative university
official.

The urgency should be plain!

Colleges can start full force

in marketing their product of education to consumers now opting for the
alternatives of training and education.
Other possible research opportunities would be a school-peculiar
survey and a survey stressing any one particular area of concern facing
the college.

Appendix V samples a school-peculiar survey that can be

used by college officials of any school to explore the problem areas
necessary to make their marketing program successful.

This type of

survey would be tailored to the individual needs of a particular school
and its unique problem areas in order to explore the problems not speci
fically covered by other research.
An example of a survey of a particular area of concern, is shown
in Appendix VI, i.e., the relationship to real life problems of several
college programs.

This survey is useful for staffing a problem that can

be corrected through changes in the marketing approach based on more
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detailed data that concentrates on only one problem area at a time.
Data can be gained from all these approaches and knowledge can
thus be amassed on the post-secondary education market.

The problem with

most raw data is that it requires a structure for action to be taken on
pertinent information.

Chapter V develops an outline for a college

marketing system that can be continually fed with information gained
from timely marketing research in this new competitive area of marketing.
Structure for the billions of dollars of resources used by post-secondary
education is established where a continuous and organized set of prin
ciples found in marketing is used to control the situation for the unique
requirements of the university system.
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CHAPTER V

THE MARKETING STRUCTURE

General
Where can all this information be processed and placed into
operation?

A structure must be established where data can be analyzed

and used to improve the marketing position of any college or university
when faced with the competitive aspects of the post-secondary education
industry.

The purpose of this chapter is to construct an outline for

this organization.

It fulfills the purpose of a structure built on

marketing principles that will institute, analyze, and use marketing
research to develop marketing of a college program in the 1980's.
Too often the charge that the American educational system, being
totally unsystematic, fosters the defeat of any attempt to bring into
the system another superfluous organization.

The marketing unit could

be the overseer and the organizer for the total higher education sector,
rather than an added office staff to the already bulging college admin
istration.
Patricia Graham, professor at Barnard College and Columbia Univ
ersity, calls the American so-called system of education "an organizetional nightmare, but a functional triumph."

59

People exit the system

59
Patricia Albjerg Graham, "America's Unsystematic Education
System," American Education Magazine. Vol. 10, No. 6, July 1974, p. 12.

83
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more knowledgeable than when they began.

Efficiency» cost-consciousness,

and organization are made secondary operations, if they exist at all.
Marketing in the college area may be the answer for the development of
functional and organized education seeking the betterment of its students
in cost-conscious and effective programs.

Savings for the student and

the university will be the long awaited benefit.

Significant Problem Areas From the
Questionnaire Data
With the problem areas identified from the initial questionnaire,
a beginning structure based on marketing principles can be outlined.
The problem areas that deserve immediate attention in the marketing
structure follow.
The student-teacher relationship seems to have a need for improve
ment in regard to the total "product" image that colleges offer in their
programs.

Individualization, mass treatment, large classes, and teacher

impersonalization were charges worth looking into for effective marketing
results.
The classroom situation also must be included in our marketing
structure.

Problems of boring lectures and teacher oriented ideas are

items often resulting in the loss of many student-consumers.

Student

needs must be dissected and analyzed as any market's consumers would be
researched to find out the salient features that could be used in effic
ient marketing.
Course content seemed stable in the eyes of the consumer.

More

present-oriented courses and flexibility within all programs of study
are the main concerns.

Better curriculum management with future-oriented
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advertising of these action courses could assist the situation tremen
dously.

Active counseling of students on courses and their worth to the

total program, with future job usefulness, should be developed to a finer
art by all post-secondary education programs.

This is just one area that

marketing can use by uniting with other fields toward assisting the total
college profile.

In fact, the colleges have on the payroll today more

expertise in more fields that could be used to assist any program with
proper organization!
Some areas of teacher qualifications and hiring can work to the
advantage of college marketing with proper advertising.

Good professors

and programs must be advertised and presented to the potential student
coupled with a reason or worth in taking such a course.

Too often stu

dents take courses, then wonder why it is so important to succeed in
that program.

The college should attempt to answer this doubt first,

before the courses ever begin!
Creative thinking and grading on courses also warrant attention.
Further studies have to be done here because of the number and variety
of comments in these two areas from the initial questionnaire.

Assign

ments of all kinds were seen as worthwhile only when used to reinforce
items and discover new material.
Cost is the single most disputed and competitive point against
the college program.

The college program is spiraling in costs.

Admin

istrators have not provided constructive information as to each program's
real worth for later life in relation to the present cost.
may be an answer.

Value analysis

Price construction would deserve a hard look by admin

istrator and marketer alike!

Finances must be detailed, and student

assistance must be further organized for better mass utilization.
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U.S. News and World Report has reported surprising record enroll
ments In several colleges and universities for the 1974-75 academic year.^^
Unfortunately, the extraordinary Increase is not enjoyed universally.
report offers no explanation for the Increase.

The

Nobody seems to be sure

why enrollments are rising at a time when expected to be dwindling.

Some

officials point to the current job depression and label higher education
as merely "something to do In the Interim!

Intensive and sophisticated

methods of recruiting students to larger universities are In effect.

It

may well be a one-year phenomenon that will soon reverse Its trend.
Colleges must not treat this unexpected short-term boom as a trend,
less they lose information gathered that points to a declining market and
the urgent preparation required to alter programs.

Marketing must be

organized and structured for the student-consumer!

Tuition rates are

ever-increasing, the pool of college-age students Is shrinking, and the
value of the utility of a liberal arts education is being seriously
doubted.

Curing Ills Through Marketing
Programs and Structure
In all marketing decisions, the main problem Is "to satisfy our
target area customers with the right product, available in the right
62
place, promoted in the right way, available at the right price."

This

four "p's" approach of E. Jerome McCarthy will provide the Initial

"Suddenly, College Campuses Are Filling Up Again," U.S. News &
World Report, Vol. LXXVII, No. 21, November 18, 1974, p. 54.

^^Ibld.
62
McCarthy, Marketing. p. 38,
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marketing effort with an organized structure in which to logically operate
and "sell" a college program effectively.
Unfortunately the future is in constant flux.

Even with a struc

ture, data and decisions must continually be altered to fit the changing
environment.

No perfect decision in all areas can repeatedly be made!

Trade-offs and market mixes must be used to arrive at the desired goals
of the marketer.

In the following paragraphs, a marketing approach will

be developed using McCarthy's approach of product, place, promotion and
price.

A. W. Frey's Checklist of Marketing Considerations will be used

as an outline of the variety of marketing considerations to better insure
completeness and detail in the initial college marketing program.

63

Customer and Market Considerations
Contingent upon everything is the market through which one must
sell a product.

It is simply composed of the environment surrounding

the market and the customer (consumer) who is at the center of the opera
tion.

The college marketer must analyze these divisions, and then con

struct a plan to further explore and handle the market.
What is the present condition of the post-secondary education
market?

George E. Arnstein reports that post-secondary education finds

itself increasingly beset by shabby practices with only several attempts
to rectify the situation by providing more useful information to the
'consumers of e d u c a t i o n . R a p i d growth rates of the past two decades
have peaked and institutions of higher learning must compete for students.

A. W. Frey, The Effective Marketing Mix, (Hanover, N. H . : Amos
Tuck School, Dartmouth College, 1956).
64
George E. Arnstein, "Bad Apples in Acadmne," American Education
Magazine. Vol. 10, No. 7, August-September 1974, pp. 10-14.
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As competition increases the temptations become greater to cross the line
from promotion to false promises and fraud.

The Federal Trade Commission

(FTC), the Federal Interagency Committee on Education (FICE), and even
the Veteran's Administration (VA) have decided to establish committees to
explore the issue of education consumer protection.

Issues of fraudulent

degrees, credit for work experience, decreased structure programs, and
even cut-rate diplomas requiring an unknown amount of academic input,
threaten the name and standing of the post-secondary education system.
To date, no one has taken the responsibility for maintaining honesty and
quality in higher education.

Job guarantees, free lifetime placement,

accreditation ruj.es, insured loan policies, licensed trades, and VA
approval schools are being questioned as the market fights for students.
The Federal Trade Commission has threatened to investigate profitmaking schools with regard to consumer protection.
the misuse of VA approval symbols.

The FICE also reveals

The GI Bill does not grant so-called

"VA approval" but merely state approval of courses meeting minimum re
quirements of the law.

Quality of training is still not managed.

Five problem areas of fraud have been identified by the Office of
Education in a report entitled "Pollution in Higher Education."— fraudulent
and misleading advertising, misleading solicitation and recruitment prac
tices, degree mills seeking quantity and not quality, nonexistence of
tuition refund policies, and the general abuse of Federal assistance pro
grams.

The problem of identifying the real substance behind an institu

tion's public face further complicates the situation.

Improvements in

accreditation, licensing, and general standards of quality are mandatory
to protect higher education's total society from being swindled.
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Steven K. Bailey rightly states that higher education, American style,
with its envolving character and purposes, has mirrored the principles
of the larger s o c i e t y . T h e negative side of our society was just dis
cussed, but there are also some positive aspects to the market.
the nation, the campus militant is vanishing.

66

Across

Students are stirred by

internal issues such as high tuition fees, housing shortages, campus
security, and parking facilities.
reported as being apathetic.
him off on society
The

as

Politically and socially, students are

Colleges must meet the student and not push

ill-prepared to meetlife'schallenges.

key to the market, the student,must be analyzed and placed

at the center of any marketing program.
tomerdata"

The information and "needed cus

that appears below must be developed and continually updated

for the development of a knowledgeable marketing program;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Number of
potential buyers— by region
Number of
buyers— by school
Characteristics of buyers— age, income, occupation,
education, sex, color, race— by region
Where buyers live— region, city, urban and suburban
Where buyers buy— type school, size, rural, urban
Size of purchase— how many courses and programs per buyer
When buyers buy— frequency of purchase
How buyers buy— course specifications or not; impulse or
planned ; personal inspection before purchase; cash or credit
Why buyers buy— attitudes, motivation
Who influences buying decisions— type ofproduct (course
program) and brand-school loyalty
Uses for courses of study after used
Unfavorable attitudes developed by buyers during a look
at a post-secondary program
Continual analysis to indicate any.changes in buying habits.

^^Stephen K. Bailey, "Higher Education - American Style," American
Education Magazine, Vol. 10, No. 7, August-September 1974, pp. 15-28.
66

"Change at College: Away From the Barricades, Back to the Books,
U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXXVII, No. 23, December 2, 1974, pp. 70-74.
^^Adapted from A. W. Frey's Checklist of Marketing Considerations.
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College students seem to have adopted an "I can't change the
world" attitude, but they still see uncertainty in their future and want
to control it somewhat through good living and good jobs.

Good grades,

career training, and marketable skills rank high for the new college
student.

The U.S. News and World Report Magazine reports that most

students surveyed seem to feel they are getting a good education at their
colleges and universities, but are beginning to show signs of disillusionment concerning the ultimate value of a college degree.

68

Prospective student-consumers are forced to put their academic
and professional futures on the line through the "college board" examin
ations required for entrance to some 1,300 colleges and universities.^^
Plagued by pre-tests, intelligence quotient CIQ) exams, and other admis
sion tests, students are questioning the worth of this pandemonium.

Bright

students who ponder the subtleties of questions suffer under time limits.
Long examinations stress endurance over creativity.

Test terms may be

written in the language of the middle class minorities.

The ability of

the tests to predict anything in this all or nothing atmosphere is ques
tionable.

Millions of dollars of scholarships and admissions are in

fluenced by these test scores.

From the beginning, the buyer is given a

distasteful introduction to the higher education market!
"Needed Market Structure Data" listed below outlines competitive
data for the student’s buyer decision process as outlined by the HowardSheth model taken from Chapter II, Figure 1.

^^"Change at College:....," p. 74.
^^"School Ability Tests Flunking Out?" U.S. News & World Report.
Vol. LXXVII, No. 22, November 25, 1974, pp. 35-56.
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1.
2.
3.

Number of competitors In the higher education market
Share of the market by school types
Characteristics of the leading "brand" schools in
their success
Differentiation present with each college from leaders
Policies, offers, methods and tools of the principal
competitors.

4.
5.

Most sources consulted thus far agree that a recession has or
will hit our college market lacking the data listed aboye.

Even with

more students this year, little or no more money is coming to the
colleges.

70

With their intellectual and political roles under severe

challenge, coupled with diminished financial rewards, universities must
prove their ability to remain at the center of the nation's education
system.

Albert Bowker, Chancellor of the University of California at

Berkeley, states, "Change was easy when universities were expanding...
Now the only way we can change is to take resources from one place and
put them in another."

71

Jack Adamson, professor of English at the Univ

ersity of Utah, points out that "If I (he) would not enter academic life
... Most of the things that attracted me to it are either dead or
dying."

72

Not stagnant yet, the colleges with such opinions are thus

handicapped by lingering public suspicion and growing financial burdens.
Big name universities lower standards of admissions, public rela
tion offices enter student recruitment, two-year community colleges open
at a rate of one per week, home study degrees and continuing education
blossom, and year-off programs allowing time for a student to find

^^"Recession Hits the Colleges," Newsweek, March 22, 1971, pp. 6Jr
64.
^^"On Campus:

A Separate Peace," Newsweek. November 6, 1972, pp.

108-114.
^^Ibid., p. 114.
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himself are all headlines rising on the higher education market front.
Forty-five small colleges closed in 1973 in spite of such headlines!

73

John Siber, president of Boston University, predicts that some 200
smaller colleges, each accomodating an average of 5,000 students, will
soon have to c l o s e . H e adds that many larger institutions will become
"academic ghost towns."

All this doom forces a dim picture of the mar

ket from the standpoint of this paper!
The structure of the marketing environment must therefore be
constructed with concern for the discussed issues and a desire for the
data demanded already to insure honest and well-informed decisions for
the future.

Before continuing with the rest of the structure, assump

tions must be made about the future in order to construct a beginning
model.

The projections of Sidney G. Tickton seem appropriate to use as

a baseline on "Marketing Post-Secondary Education" in the future.
75
assumptions will be as follows:

The

A. World Situation: static, neither a major war not
widespread disarmament will occur;
B. Gross National Product: no severe economic depres
sion will occur during the period through 1980;
C. National Attitude Toward Higher Education: will
develop to a point where at least two years of appro
priate public post-high school education opportunity
will be made available to all who seek and can profit
from it;
D. Educational Offerings Beyond High School: will
expand to meet a variety of academic, professional,
cultural, technical, and social needs;
7^
"Too Little, Too Late?"

Newsweek. January 14, 1974, p. 58.

74

"Those Missing Babies," Time, Vol. 104, No. 12, September 16,
1974, pp. 61-62.
^^Sidney G. Tickton, "The Magnitude of American Higher Education
in 1980," in Campus 1980, ed. Alvin D. Eurich, (New York; Delacorte Press,
1968), pp. 9-13.
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E. Training Activities and Educational Programs
of Industry: will be shifted to colleges and univ
ersities, particularly In the larger cities with
proper marketing programs;
F. Salaries and Benefits of Higher Education
Faculty: will rise substantially to attract a
sufficient number of highly capable people Into
teaching, administration and research;
G. Tuition Gap Between Private and Public Institu
tions: will widen during the period; fund raising
and government will not be great enough to hold down
tuition Increases at private colleges and universities;
H. Structure of Higher Education: must be controlled
and coordinated through statewide systems, most note
worthy, the college marketing system.
From this point of time looking to the future, the four "p’s" (product,
place, promotion and price) will be analyzed for developing the college
marketing system In higher education markets.

The Product of Curriculum, Courses,
Programs, and Teachers
All the written pages and discussion boll down Into this question
for the marketer— "Am I marketing the right product?"

For the college,

the product Is the myriad of courses, assignments. Ideals, and professors.
Education through the years has come to mean ability ; ability means
success; success means money; money means social advantages and mobility.
Peter Blau and Otis Duncan have pointed out that chances are good that
upward mobility Is directly related to e d u c a t i o n . T h i s bit of Infor
mation can be used to good advantage In the marketing of the education
product offered by the university— especially to those who seek movement

76
Peter M. Blau and Otis D. Duncan, The American Occupational
Structure. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967), pp. 156-498.
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up the social stratum.

The proportion of students that experience upward

mobility increases steadily with education.

The statistics range from a

low of 12 percent for those reporting no schooling to a high of 76 per
cent for those who have gone beyond college.

In social origins, increases

are just as positive with under eight percent for those with less than
five years of schooling to 53 percent for those with some postgraduate
work.^^

An interesting point was brought out by this investigation.

A

dropout from the four year college is in greater danger of serious down
ward mobility than either the educated elite or the uneducated masses
who did not go to high school.
Regardless of the hopes after receiving the product, the quality
product must first be assured.

From the survey data and other data, this

paper has already shown serious faults growing in this area.

For the

future, urgent matters must be taken care of immediately if any hope of
solution is to be realized.

To summarize, some of the important areas

are:
a.

undergraduate life is lacking focus and meaning for many

of today's students;
b.

curriculum needs reform by adopting new course areas

through adjusted instructional methodology;
c.

the role of the campus in community life requires

strengthening to improve public worth and financing;
d.

international studies could be broadened to widen

the vista of students who will work in a shrinking world;

77

Ibid., p. 156.
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e.

more effective learning must be done in less time as

the cost and knowledge base grows faster;
f.

the development of a technology of college teaching

must be pushed to better the product's "package."
From these timely matters, product awareness and abilities can be broad
ened to a diminishing populace.
Again, the data base for the product area must be broadened.
Below is listed the vital questions to furnish the buyer and the marketer
with "Needed Product Information."
1.

Quality— materials used, design of programs, methods of
presentation

2.

Competitive value in regard to other options available

3.

Goodwill value

4.

Convenience versus worth

5.

Cancellations (dropouts)— number and reasons

6.

Adaptability tochanging needs and interests of

7.

Relationship to needs of jobs available and the society

students

With more analytical data, product differentiation can become
clearto the buying public.

Professional organizations and students call

for theimprovement of teaching to better

emphasize content with interest

ing materials found from the product decision data.

The pitfall in the

product analysis and innovation is to develop a goal set for entertain
ment, but not remain serious in regard to the fact that the college pro
duct provides means to more important goals of success in society that
are set by the individual students.
One of the most serious product innovations currently under
discussion merits immediate attention and implementation.

This is shorter
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stays in college!
market quickly.

Students want to get into the job and professional
Shortening the time factor without sacrificing quality

would assist student, college and society.

The best proposal to date

has been the three year degree program currently being offered on a trial
basis by many colleges.

78

The standard four year program seems neither

to be needed or essential to most programs of study.

Considerable over

lapping of college freshman course materials with high school materials
should be eliminated at considerable savings to both institutions.
Four basic approaches for total product improvement of time and
quality are:
b)

a)

curriculum reform and revision of degree requirements;

cooperation between high schools and colleges; c)

standing with credit; and d)

awarding advanced

individualizing degree programs.

All

approaches save time, money, and increase student motivation toward job
goals!
Other curriculum revisions sought are:
for entering freshmen; b)
vocational schools; c)
"fill-in" courses; d)
e)

a)

advanced placement

credit for skipped courses currently done by

more college courses in high schools rather than
early admissions for brighter high school prospects;

use of summertime to finish degree programs ; and f)

follow-up short

ened programs that continue to the graduate levels.
The critical element will definitely be to demonstrate that
bachelor degree programs can be speeded up without sacrificing quality.
Oxford and Cambridge Universities seem to have done well with their three
year programs.

They have been in the business for centuries!

78
Frank Adams, "Blue Ribbon Panel Offers Long Look At Shorter
Stays In College," Great Falls Tribune, September 11, 1974.
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Student-oriented courses and programs must be the end result of
our research, regardless of the quantity and time factors.

Indiana Univ-

ersity has experimented with the idea of "academic bankruptcy."

79

Students

with a bad term on their records can have it stricken from their records,
and with work done over, the all-important grade point average (G.P.A.)
can be improved.

This program of personal maturity is only an example of

what can be done for the student through concern.

It results in programs

and ideas that offer the student a means to an end— which is the usual job
oriented goal most college students seek today.

Counter programs like the

state of California's effort to ration learning by cutting students with
unsatisfactory performance of progress, do the product an injustice.

80

These programs eliminate the one thing the product of education exists
for, the student.

Mini-courses on wine-making, folk singing, and yoga

should be present as such, if simply stated, "that is what the public
wants."

Education's product, knowledge, must be present in all forms

with quality standards and ethics.
Courses oriented away from post-graduate study, faculty research,
and publishing that are accessible to more poor, non-white students must
be developed.

Professions such as physical therapy, medical insurance,

transportation, employment, and economic development, all deserve the
training the traditional fields now enjoy.

The current educational

structure does not reflect the changing learning needs that these nontraditional fields require.

Assumptions of traditional education have

become the misconceptions of today's higher education.
79
Q A

81

A few of these

"Going for Broke," Newsweek, September 11, 1972, p. 51.
*

"Pruning the Perennials," Newsweek, November 26, 1973, p. 75.
®^ wald B. Nyquist, "Nontraditional Approaches," Today's Education,
November-December 1974, pp. 63-64.
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errors that haunt the students of today are;

schools or colleges are

not the exclusive place of learning; youth is not the only age-group for
learning; all knowledge does not flow from the teacher; education is not
properly measured by the accumulation of courses and credits; and, degrees
and diplomas are not the only indicators of talent and competence.

What

is needed immediately is a more flexible and open system of post-secondary
educationl

Remedial instruction programs for the less fortunate student,

flexible time limits for the degree granting process, and open channels
to revised student needs and interests, all help this product awareness
that is necessary for successful marketing.
The student today is brought into focus as impatient and wanting
a practical, utilitarian education.

Vocational education could eventually

market their programs and capture the limelight, if colleges do not com
petitively market their programs.

Soaring inflation, dim employment

prospects, and education needs have given liberal arts a shot in the arm
with its catholicity of interests that is being pushed by current employers.

82

By 1980, it is estimated that eighty to ninety percent of

the jobs will not actually require a college degree for performing the
required skills, and few are getting those needed skills.

All these

warnings merit attention by the college curriculum today!
With these pressures and others still unforeseen, the marketing
structure for the college product rests in the flexibility of the under
graduate curriculum.

Substituting courses for others already deemed

82

"The Executive Needs a Catholicity of Interests," Business Week,
No. 2329, May 4, 1974, pp. 54-56. Kenneth Gehret, "Growing Trends To
Practical Education Alarms Defenders of Liberal Arts," The Philadelphia
Inquirer, June 30, 1974, p. 5-D.
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proficient, individualized course patterns stressing personal enrichment,
and better teaching-learning techniques stressing self-direction and
initiative give the educational product a basis for change and developOO

ment.

In the end, college education cannot be a surface interest, but

rather a matter based on the campus atmosphere, the quality of instruction,
and the planning and interest taken to implement the program best suited
to the particular aspects of the student and consumer.

The Place - Our College Facility
And Other Institutions
From the traditional classroom to the city's open-air, learning
has been taking place regardless of the variety of problems that were
stated.

To the marketer, this atmosphere is simply the distribution

channel for the education product.

Distribution channels have expanded

tremendously from the log cabin colleges at the turn of the century.
Manufacturing outlets, trade schools, the armed service schools, business
colleges, city streets, and the traditional two and four year colleges
and universities, all represent post-secondary education channels in the
1970’s.
Community colleges are on the up-swing.

Expanded courses and

job-orientation have drawn the attention of even the big job recruiters
in many fields.

Employers seek technicians and clerical help more at

two-year schools because their students do not quit their jobs as often
84
as the four year student does.
The competition thus enters into the
83

Charles C. Cole, Flexibility in the Undergraduate Curriculum,
New Dimensions in Higher Education Series, No. 10, (Washington, D.C.:
Office of Education, 1962), Cover Page and pp. 56-57.
84
Doors,"

"Community Colleges Find More Corporate Recruiters at Their
Wall Street Journal. Vol. LIV, No. 230, September 10, 1974, p. 1.
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distribution channel for the future employee who has set the level of
aspiration that the employers are currently seeking on the job market.
Data on the total numbers of "education distributors" by type and
share of the market are sorely needed in this area.

The degree of aggres

siveness of each channel must be analyzed and used to spot the indications
of relative shifts in the importance of the various channels.
'Consumer Information Organizations' would be an experiment that
would help both the student and the industry explore the proper channels
for distribution on the right program.

Catalogs of schools, course

offerings, quality ratings, costs, and job selling ability would further
direct the students to the proper distribution channels.
The university in all this competition still remains at the
center of the activity called higher education.

Inflation, overexpan

sion, and enrollment lags [particularily in small private colleges] have
placed the financial pressure on the campuses.

Figure 5 shows the decline

of students from 1951, when half of all college students attended private
institutions, to 1973, when only one-fourth of the college students are
on private campuses.

85

The end result, even for the public institution is a big dose of
austerity.

Building cut-backs, faculty reductions, the elimination of

more courses, postponed maintenance, and cuts in student services, all
are seen on the horizon for most institutions.

The Carnegie Council on

Higher Education predicts that by 1980, colleges and universities will
face a 51 billion dollar gap between income and expenditures.

86

®^"For Many Colleges It's Life or Death - and Time is Near," U.S.
News & World Report, Vol. LXXVI, No. 22, June 3, 1974, pp. 59-60.

86
Ibid., p. 59.
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Enrollment in Private Colleges
Enrollment in Public Colleges
.,•*’ -6 Mil
»•*
- 5 Mil.
-4 Mil.
-3 Mil.
-2 Mil.
- 1 Mil.

1951

1956

1961

1966

1971

1973 (est.)

Fig. 5.— The Big Switch to Public Colleges

Many struggling institutions are joining public systems of higher
education in their states to prevent their closing.

The general result

of all this budget tightening is a bigger strain on the already hardpressed public university system.

Private gifts help the situation, but

they are distributed unevenly, with millions going to brand name schools
and others getting nothing.
The traditional four-year university seems to be losing its share
of the market on top of the poor market picture.

The reasons are numerous,

but the problems are made serious with community colleges, correspondence
programs, and two-year schools on the rise with cheaper operating costs
and closer locations to the consumer markets.

Figure 6 shows the increased

student load comparatively with the two and four year colleges from 1966
to 1972.®^

87

Current Population Reports; Population Characteristics, Series
P-20, No. 257, (Washington: U.S. Dept, of Commerce, November 1973), p. 1.
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67.8%

4-year colleges

6 .2%
.

2-year colleges

22.6%

2 .0%

ALL COLLEGES

4-YEAR COLLEGES

2-YEAR COLLEGES

Fig. 6.— Increase Among Colleges in First and Second
Year Students.

Now, the market does not foresee little, if any, increase in the
amount of students as 1966 through 1972 had seen, and the picture gets
dimmer for the four year institution as we know it.

Table 5 shows how

the proportion of high school graduates enrolled in October of the year
of graduation from 1962 through 1972 has been steadily declining.

88

The

university system is drawing less and less of the total consumer base in
the largest area of supply to the market, that is, the high schools.
QQ

Anne M. Young, "The High School Class of 1972: More at Work,
Fewer in College," Special Labor Report 155.' (Washington: Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1973), p. 29.
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TABLE 5
PROPORTION OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES IN COLLEGE

Year of
Graduation

All
Persons

Men

Women

White

Negro/
Others

1962

49

55

43

51

34

1963

45

52

39

46

38

1964

48

57

41

49

39

1965

51

57

45

52

43

1966

50

59

43

52

32

1967

52

58

47

53

42

1968

55

63

49

57

46

1969

54

60

47

55

37

1970

52

55

49

52

48

1971

53

58

50

54

47

1972

49

53

46

49

48

Our plant is thus attacked from finances within and from other
institutional structures outside.

Many schools have been forced to adopt

emergency plans of action for survival.
institutions are;

a)

Plans that are popular in the

make the school a highly specialized, high quality

technical institute; b)
university system; and c)

convert the school into a branch of a state
transfer upper division classes from the

institution and make the school a fully state supported junior college.
Colleges without the traditonal campus, courses offered to trained employ
ees for particular companies, correspondence course ventures and more
technical internships are all being explored by the financially strained
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universities and colleges.

The state of the institutional structure lies

dependent on the key role of marketing— promotion!

Promotion— Advertising a Quality Product
If improvement and a competitive edge are to be gained over the
options available to the prospective student, promotion and advertising
in marketing a post-secondary education must become the key role.

Adver

tising can be mixed with public service presentations in conjunction with
the trade and the government.

Direct pitches to the consumer market can

point out the individual competitive differences.

No matter what the plan

of attack, the target and prime consideration must be the college's student
orientation.
The methods for effective promotion are numerous.

Each combina

tion of promotion methods is unique to the time, place and product.

Col

leges have been experimenting with the oldest form of selling— personal
selling.

The personal selling by individual college placement officers

with their talks to high school assemblies, Parent Teacher Associations
and the like, have been greatly expanded.

A new business is being estab-

lished— that of the professional college recruiting firm.

89

For a fee,

these firms locate prospective students for client colleges and univers
ities.

From this plan, ideas have been formulated to take over recruit

ing, admissions, and even financial aid programs.
The Ü. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has reported that 49 percent
of all 1973 high school graduates went to college, compared with 55 percent attending in 1968.

90

A decline despite the established promotion

^^"Colleges Compete To Win Students," Grit Newspaper, Vol. 92,
No. 23, May 19, 1974.
^^"Students for Sale," Newsweek, July 30, 1973.
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techniques!

A controversial tactic employed by some Institutions In the

use of students as admission recruiters.

In return for successful solic

iting, recruiters are given cuts In their tuition.
declared this tactic as highly unethical.

Some schools have

Retainer fees run up to about

$5,000 per client, $50,000 for recruiting advice, and a 25 percent com
mission for placement of any foreign students In U.S. colleges.
After personal selling, advertising becomes the next attempt at
luring student-consumers.

Color brochures, direct mall contacts, pro

motion gimmicks, and newspaper advertisements enter Into college marketing.
Unfortunately, most of paper these colleges put out Is termed junk mall
by most of Its recipients.

Colleges, If they are to market themselves,

must spend more time on marketing principles and analyses.

Below Is a

list of "Needed Advertising Information" which could be used before large
amounts of cash are spent on what could be a worthless program.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Size of space and time units— are they effective?
Appeals and themes— what are their effectiveness?
Methods of merchandising and advertising
Volume and nature of each program
Recruiting and selection methods
Supervision of the programs
Training of recruiters and other college representatives
Ethics In advertising

Recruiting literature must be honest, and representative of a
long look at the strengths and future of each Individual college.

Sloppy

presentations will breed a turned-off consumer, slickness a suspicious
consumer, and dishonesty an upset and angry consumer.

Colleges must

therefore develop expertise In marketing or seek help from professional,
reputable marketing agencies to Improve their declining share of the
market.
Another promotional activity gaining In popularity Is the "trade
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show" for colleges.

91

These fairs finally put together a real education

marketplace and begin to drift away from the piecemeal approach to selling
a college education.

They are valuable time savers in addition to being

valuable information areas for parents and students as colleges honestly
and informatively represent themselves to the public.
dents can be reached each day.

Two hundred stu

This represents considerable savings if

compared to the three weeks required by college placement officials to
meet the same number of potential buyers.
Help-wanted advertisements have expanded as skilled workers grow
in very short supply and the situation continually worsens.

Businesses

stress vocational training and impress upon the public that college educa
tion without hard skills is becoming more useless as job areas for liberal
arts talents dry up.

92

The armed services and their "all-volunteer force"

push this purely technical training to the high school graduate.

These

and other advertisements have plagued the college competition!
Programs that are competitive in developing students’ abilities
for future goals must be forthcoming.

Some suggestions compiled from

93
various readings are:

91..

Shopping for College," Time. Vol. 103, No. 19, May 13, 1974.

92
Ralph E. Winter, "Skilled Workers Are in Very Short Supply; Sit
uation Will Worsen," Wall Street Journal. Vol. LIT, No. 100, March 12,
1973, p. 1.
93
"The Colleges’ Hard Sell," Newsweek. September 18, 1972, p. 75;
David R. Bruegel, "Blue Collar Scholars Main Assembly Line at a Whirlpool
Plant," Wall Street Journal. Vol. LIV, No. 218, August 22, 1974, p. 1;
Edwin E. Wuehle, "Sampling College," American Education Magazine. Vol. 10,
No. 5, June 1974, pp. 31-34; Marion Lewenstein, "Upward Bound," American
Education Magazine. Vol. 10, No. 8, October 1974, pp. 27-29; "Broken Habits,"
Newsweek. February 26, 1973, p. 51.
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1.

flexible programs of study allowing time off for hard life

experiences and courses for job-oriented talents;
2.

money-saving three year degrees or advanced placement that

can reduce the overburdening costs to the student;
3.

discounts to students who persuade a friend to enroll;

4.

establishing a "sampling college" of a very short duration

where a taste of college studies is provided for people who
have wanted to continue their education but have been afraid
of trying;
5.

summer residential programs to generate among high school

students both academic skills and the motivation necessary to
succeed in college, with different settings around many campuses
and programs;
6.

academic innovations such as individual student counseling,

seminars replacing "survey courses," and academic "portfolios"
for each student rather than hard core degree requirements that
do not develop student abilities for job requirements in the
real world.
Promotional activities can be filled with well-meaning, concrete
programs centered on the student-consumer.

From the very start, standards

must be set and thoroughly relayed through promotion to the consumerstudent.

The following standards should be established immediately :
1.

state educational objectives clearly;

2.

offer comprehensive, accurate, timely, sound instructional

methods ;
3.

provide attention to individual student differences;

4.

maintain qualified faculty;
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5.

be honest in all advertising and promotional materials;

6.

charge reasonable tuitions;

7.

maintain adequate student services;

8.

be goal oriented for students seeking job orientation.

I

From this solid foundation, student graduates of this type of system can
expect to successfully parlay their diplomas into jobs.
Between 1980 and 1985, it is predicted by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics that the supply of college educated workers may exceed requirements by as much as ten percent.

94

The college being job-oriented in

fields that are marketable will bring back the consumer-student.

The

right product, at the right place, at the right price will result in a
product that can be promoted correctly to the post-secondary education
market.

The last "p" (price) will then become the final determinant for

a complete initial marketing structure.

Price— Financing the Cost to the Consumer
Although absolute lifetime income may continue to rise with educa
tion, the financial cost of obtaining this schooling may not financially
95
warrant the investment.
The spiraling costs of the higher education
and the higher interest rates to finance such an investment must be borne
by the student.

He must be prepared for this problem, assisted in working

out the financial difficulty, and convinced that it is all worth the effort
in purchasing a college course or program.

94

"Detours; The Road Ahead for College Graduates," Occupational
Outlook Quarterly. Vol. 18, No. 2, Summer 1974.
95
Melvin C. Fountain, "What is Education Worth? A Dollar-AndSense Evaluation," Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Vol. 12, No. 4,
December, 1968.
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The college Examination Board surveyed 2,200 Institutions of
higher e d u c a t i o n . A resident student at a private two year college
has experienced a 13.2 percent cost Increase since the 1970-71 school
year.

The Increase at a private four year college has been 35.8 percent,

compared with a 52 percent Increase at a public college during the same
time period.

In spite of the Increased cost to the student, taxpayers

are being asked for more aid to the higher education.
A linear programming model could be used to diagram college
expenses.

The student could compare various expenditure Items with

their minimum cost.

All costs must be Included In the model— books,

room and board, tuition, entertainment, and miscellaneous expenses.
Below Is a linear programming model which lays out an Initial model to
be used by counselors for consideration by the prospective student.

The

title of this model could be "Linear Programming to Minimize Costs of a
Four Year College Education."
Min. Z = minimum cost
^1’2 ’3*4 * cost by each year's figures
Min. Z - X

+ X

+ X

+ %

Subject to the following constraints: Books less than; Room
and Board less than; Tuition less than; Entertainment less than;
Expenses less than.
NOTE: The minimum Z can be set by the student. Then he can seek
out the optimum cost after setting up the constraints. The results
could then be applied to each prospective college program the stu
dent wishes to look at In relation to his Interests and finances.

^^"College Costs:
July 10, 1974.

Up, Up, Up," Air Force Times, Vol. 34, No. 49,
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Scholarships are another facet of college financing that remain
a mystery to most students.

Too often, endowments are accompanied by

such a narrowing list of restrictions that elligible student recipients
are hard to find.

Knowledge of available scholarships becomes a matter

of luck rather than a system of controlled rewards.

Experiments by

Scholarship Search, a Manhattan-based firm could be invaluable in this
area.

97

ships.

Here a computer is used to match students with available scholar
For a fee of $25, a student has a chance for one of about 250,000

possible sources of financial aid provided by corporations, unions, col
leges, and public/private organizations offering a total of $500 million
in scholarships.

With services such as this, more students can be found

for colleges while maintaining present income levels through financing
by other agencies outside the college market.
In 1974, more than 76,000 students were receiving grants averaging $500 in combined funds from Federal and State budgets.

98

The Office

of Education’s State Student Incentive Grant program CSSIG) assists the
state and federal governments to equally finance grants for college stu
dents.

The SSIG can be considered an integral financial aid package

which school or college financial aid offices can develop for students
needing financial assistance.

Combinations of programs can be numerous,

including the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, College Work-Study, National Direct Student Loan, and
Guaranteed Student Loan Programs.

The problem is lack of knowledge by

the financially hard-pressed student!
97

"Scholarship Jackpot," Time, Vol. 104, No. 18, October 28, 1974,
pp. 105-106.
98

"State Student Incentive Grants," American Education Magazine,
Vol. 10, No. 8, October 1974, p. 36.
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Major universities still find their costs doubling every six
years— far outstripping gains in income.

99

Being labor-intensive, they

cannot simply increase their productivity to match rising costs.
in income must be met by cutting costs.

Cuts

Reduced maintenance, suspended

construction of capital structures, and cutbacks in salary expenditures,
will be the short-term actions.

In the long run, the financial manager,

together with a marketing program, must be included as fundamental to
the success of the academic community.

Hard looks must be taken at

academic programs, tenure regulations, salary scales, alumni and founda
tion supports, and student services.
Use of credit cards, more time for repayment of student loans,
and monthly installments for campus bills can further help the financially
burdened students and their parents.

New programs and belt-tightening by

college and university systems are the only answer available to rescue a
failing market.

Recession is the trend, and the college market must deal

with it in the same economic terms that pointed to the problems.
The cost of a college degree has nearly doubled over the last
ten years.

100

Enrollments are down and threatening to decline further.

A college must still give students an opportunity to continue or resume
their educations at a reasonable price in spite of all this doom.

Col

leges must be pushed into realizing the economic realities of the future.
Marketing skills and financial awareness must be incorporated into higher
education's operational procedures.

No industry can afford to price it

self out of the market !
QQ

"Recession Hits College," Newsweek. pp. 63-64.
^^^"Good News For Students," U.S. News & World Report, September 23,
1974, p. 41.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

Marketing Post-Secondary Education in the Future
The market for post-secondary education Is a large and costly
Involvement.

The college and university system must start proving Its

worth to the society, and keep solvent In the process.

They must engage

In marketing research continually to find out the current trends In the
society that they must meet In courses and degree programs In order to
Interest potential students.

It would not be unrealistic at this point

to call for ten percent of the post-secondary education's Industry re
sources to be put Into Important areas of research and analysis for this
declining market!

As the thrust of this paper points out, the situation

for the university system requires an Immediate Investigation Into these
concerns If It Is to regain a competitive place In the post-secondary
market.

Objectives Restated and Summarized
The specific objectives of this professional paper were to learn
about the dissatisfaction. If any, of college graduates with the quality
and relevance of post-secondary education that they received, and, to
provide some alternatives for marketing a revised education product by
the university system In light of the competition that universities will
face for students with other education alternatives In the 1980's due to
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such dissatisfaction.

This study represents an initial effort into an

untapped area.
Universities are using billions of dollars of resources, yet
face declining markets.

From this initial study, more studies must be

developed, critiques formulated, and the constructive marketing of a
college education must begin.

The initial attempt has been made with

this research project!
Another finding of this professional paper is that it is time
that we begin to analyze what a student needs, rather than coldly contin
uing to impose upon him a required number of courses which are dull and
repetitious.

The degrees awarded must begin to reflect measurable learn

ing rather than a reward for the mere compilation of credit hours in a
sort of "green stamp" collection method of education.

The initial ques

tionnaire points out that educational quality must be sought, captured,
and conveyed to the prospective student-consumer faced with the options
available to him in continuing his education.

Data supplied by this

study show that the overdevelopment days for colleges are finished!
Financial and educational responsibility must become the by-words for
universities, students, parents, and society that colleges feed on, to
hopefully contribute worthwhile achievements for post-secondary educa
tion in the future.

A Call For Action Now
The post-secondary education market shown by this study has
become intensively competitive.

Colleges and universities in the future

have to market their education "product" in order to remain influential
and strong institutions.

As shown from the student responses in the
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questionnaire data, only a university open to change and the needs of
their students will prosper and grow in the expanding, competitive post
secondary education market.

Marketing as a science and art has been

displayed as the organization and the principles for the post-secondary
education industry to develop under in the future.

The principles and

techniques laid out in this paper coupled with its initial research
represent a beginning and a renewed hope for the colleges of the United
States through the art and science of marketing.

Now, it is up to each

college and university to continue!
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2513 13th Avenue South, #208
Great Falls, Montana 59405
July 15, 1974

Dear Friend,
As a graduate student in Business Administration at the University
of Montana, I am currently writing my thesis to complete the require
ments for a Masters degree. I am exploring the worth to society of the
education industry, and your original and thoughtful reply to my questions
on college education will be of significant importance for my goal.
This industry has been deploying billions of dollars of resources
in return for a product we call "education or self-advancement." Is it
worth the cost? What can we do as consumers of education to get more
and better things for our education dollar? It is the objective of this
study to answer these questions and others about the college education
industry with your needed and very necessary assistance.
You will find a 22 item questionnaire concerning your particular
undergraduate educational experience attached to this letter. Please
fill it out as indicated, and return the completed form to the above
address or to the person from whom you received the form.
Thank you so much for your time and effort, and let's hope we can
better the product through such new information!
Sincerely,

Thomas F. Gioconda
MBA Graduate Student
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EDUCATION EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

COURSE/MAJOR AREA OF STUDY;___________ _______________
(undergraduate only)
GRADE POINT AVERAGE (G.P.A.):______________________

YEAR ATTENDED/GRADUATION DATE:

NOTE:

You are to understand the evaluation criteria as follows:

1. TEACHING SKILL:
the creation of student motivation and Interest
2. RECEPTIVENESS TO QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION:
the encouragement of
questions and the respect for student opinion
3. RAPPORT CREATED: creation of student— teacher dialogue
4. AVAILABILITY OF TEACHERS:
the availability of teachers for out
of class consultation
5. ORGANIZATION OF THE COURSE: the planning and purposefulness of
courses In your major field of study
6. ENTHUSIASM AND INTEREST CREATED: the teachers' Interest In
teaching the material to the students
7. TESTING POLICY : the relevancy of the tests to the essentials of
the course of study
8. TEACHER ATTITUDE AND INTEREST: the teachers' command of the courses
and of related Information for the student
9. CREATIVE THINKING FOSTERED: how the course of study challenged the
student's mind In original thought rather than rote memory
10. GRADING: evaluate the concept of grading In the program
11. VALUE OF THE ASSIGNED TEXTS: the value of the textbooks In relation
to the course of study
12. WORTH OF ASSIGNMENTS: the relevancy of assignments to the essentials
of the course of study
13. IMPORTANCE OF MATERIALS : the Impact of specific material covered In
courses as a preparation for the career selected
14. CLASSES : the overall evaluation of the classroom situation
15. RELATIONSHIP TO "REAL LIFE": how the course of study challenged and
prepared you for meeting the challenges of every day life
15. SCHOOL FACILITIES; evaluate the school plant Itself In adding or
detracting from the course of study
17. PREPARATION FOR CLASS DEMANDED : how much did you have to prepare
for class
18. AMOUNT OF WORK: how demanding was the course of study totally on
your capabilities
19. COST; evaluate the money expended In relationship to the benefits
gained
20. CHEATING: evaluate dishonesty In your program of study
21. FINANCING: state the manner you financed your educational experience
22. RECOMMENDATION : evaluate your opinion of the course of study In
recommending It to another person with similar desires
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Page 2 - Education Evaluation Questionnaire
LOCATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
IMPORTANT:
PART A :

NOTE:

_________________________
(school)

Generalize on the major program of study you took as an
undergraduate when answering the following questions!

Fill in the appropriate blocks with a check or X in the blocks
below to indicate your estimate of the following areas in your
course of study.

You are to understand the rating categories as follows:

EXCELLENT:
GOOD:
AVERAGE:
WEAK:
POOR:

generally distinguished and outstanding; contains something
more than good; went beyond all expectations
very competent; better than adequate but not quite distin
guished; fulfilled my needs in a superlative fashion
good in spots, weak in others; no more or less than suffi
cient; fulfilled the status quo
less than sufficient, undistinguished; contains some
competency, but is generally incompetent
severely lacking in competency; met little or no needs at all

AREA

EXCELLENT

GOOD

AVERAGE

WEAK

1. TEACHING SKILL
2. RECEPTIVENESS TO
QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION
3. RAPPORT CREATED
4. AVAILABILITY
OF TEACHERS
5. ORGANIZATION OF
THE COURSE
6. ENTHUSIASM AND
INTEREST CREATED
7. TESTING POLICY
8. TEACHER ATTITUDE
AND INTEREST
9. CREATIVE THINKING
FOSTERED
10. GRADING
11. VALUE OF
ASSIGNED TEXTS
12. WORTH OF ASSIGNMENTS
13. IMPORTANCE OF
MATERIALS
14. CLASSES
15. RELATIONSHIP TO
"REAL LIFE"
16. SCHOOL FACILITIES
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Page 3 - Education Evaluation Questionnaire

PART B ;

17.

The preparation demanded for classes was:
a.
b.
c.

18.

slight
non-existent

d.
e.

slight
non-existent

excellent
good
average

d. weak
e.^ poor

inthe course

extremely widespread
significant
occasional

d.
e.

of study?
rare
none

How did you finance your course of study?
a.
b.
c.

22.

excessive
considerable
moderate

Was there cheating
a.
b.
c.

21.

d.
e.

How do you compare the cost versus the benefits you gained from
your course of study?
a.
b.
c.

20.

excessive
considerable
moderate

The amount of work demanded for the course of study overall was:
a.
b.
c.

19.

Circle the appropriate letter that corresponds to the answer
that you agree with in the questions below.

personal savings
worked way through
grant

d. scholarship
e. family supported
f . oth e r___________
(specify)

Would you recommend this course of study to someone with a
background and interests similar to yours?
a.

YES

b.

NO

THANK YOU so much for your valuable opinion. If you have any specific
comments on the pros and cons of your specific education, please feel
free to include them on the back of this survey.
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DATA SYNOPSIS OF THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE BY STATE

States

Alabama

Arizona

Arkansas

2

6

2

# Responding
Ratings
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2.

/

z
/

3.

/
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/
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z
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/

/

2
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z

/

Z

z

/

Z

3

/

Z

z

3 z

/
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14.

16.

/ /
/ /
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15.

17.
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c

/

/

D

£

z

18.

/

20.

/

22.

z

/

/

z

B

c

/ 3
2 3

Z
/

A

/

JZ

/

/

/

3

/ Z

Z

21.*

y

/

/ 3 / /
z 3 /
/ 3 Z
z Z / /
V Z

B

/

/

/

Z

13.

/

/

/

/ /
/ /
/ /

/

/

/

12.

Z

/

9.

P

Z

/ 3

/

w

/

/

/

/

/
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/

8.

11.

/

G

z

3

/

'Ey,

/

Z

/

p

/

/

7.

10.

w

D

/

/ /
/ /
z
/ /
£

A

B

c

/

/

D

E

/ /
2

3,

Z 3

/

Z

r

Z

/

/

Z

^Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing a
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

California

Colorado

Connecticut

14

19

5

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

1.

Z

9 3

2.

/

Av

w p

3

G

B
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w p

7'

/

y S' 6
y CL //
3 9 3

3

6
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/

Z

z

T

5.
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3
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y
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/
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/
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/
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z
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/
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A

B

c

17.

7

7

18.

y 7
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22.

/
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/3

/

/

E

3

y

A

B

/

y
y

3
9

/

/

/

/

3

/ / /
/ y
/ y
3 X
a

/

/

/

z 3
/ 3

3

f

X

X
X

/

w

X

y

/

z 3
9 CL /
/
z 3
? /
7 Y
X
je X /
/ / 3 /
3 /o S'

3
y

20.

D
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3
3

CL
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9 r
/ s 7 /
9 S'
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7
7

16.

19.
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y

7

/ y r /
a /£) /

15.

/
y

G

CL

/

4.

6.

Ex

2

z 7 3
/y

c
/3

D
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A

B

/

9 X

y 7 y
P 7
4

E

X

/

c

D

y

/

E
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/

/

X
é

/

Z
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3

X

X

y

/

3

^Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

2

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

w

P

Ex

5

Av

G

/

/
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1

z

1.
2.
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/
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/
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/
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/

/

/
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2

/

/
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2

/

Z

2

/

2
/
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/

6.
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/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

8.

/

2
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/

/

/
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/

2

2
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/

/

/
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3

/

3

2

/

/
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/

/

/

y

/
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/
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j

/

16.
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B

c

/

/

D

E

A

B

C

£

A

/
/
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/

/

/
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/

/
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/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

3
B

c

/

/

D

E

3

/

3

/

/

3

/

/

/

2

y

/

/
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D

/

2
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p

Z

5"

^Question 21 has several answers In the method of financing i
higher education.

Answer F Is other and will be outlined In a later table.
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States

Georgia

Idaho

Illinois

2
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# Responding
Ratings
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/
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/
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•
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/
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/
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/
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/
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/
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z

/
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z
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D

/
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/
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Z

/

/

/
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/

/

/
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/
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/

/

/

/

Z

/

/

z
/

y

Z

/
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/

y
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/

/

z

Z
/

/

3

Z
/
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/
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/

p

/
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/

/

w
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/

/

/
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/

Z

/
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P

3

/

8.
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w
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/

z
z
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G

/

E

A

c

D

/
y
3 3

Z

y

y

Z

z
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z
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E

?
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^Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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Ratings

Ex

G

Av

/

3

2

3

2.

1.

2.
3.

/

4.
/

/

3

7.

3

3

3

9.
10.

Ex

G

/

13.

/

14.

/

15.

/

16.

3

Ratings

A

:2

/

/
cl
/

18.

19.

3

20.

C

/

/

/
/

3

d
3
/
d

d

cT

CL /

3
3 2

Z

B

c

y

/

/

/

D

E

A

B

d

c

D

E

A

y
CL L

CL /

3
/ /
/

/ d

/

D

E

3 Z

/

Cl /
/ / /

3

2 1 .*

/

/

3 z
3 3

.2

/

/

d y
z y

y
y

/

/
5" /
3 3

17.

/

/
/

y
y

2.

y

/

/

P

w

é

/

/

c

G

3
3

/

B

/

/

3

/

/

/
/

3

/

/

3

3

Ey

Z 3

/

/

/

P

3

/

y

w

Av

/

/

/

12.

7

3‘

3

11.

22.

p

/

6.
8.

w

/

/

Kansas

3

3
3
V

5.

Iowa

Indiana

States

3
/

/ /

3 3
d 3
4

/

3

/

^Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education. Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

1

8

1

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

w

P

/

1.

Ex

G

Av

/

V

3

2.

/

/

5"

3.

/

/

J

4.
5.

/

/

6.

3

y

/
/
/

8.

9.
10.

/
/

13.

/

y

3

15.

/

y

/

Jl

5^

/

A

B

c

/

Ratings

A

B

17.

/

18.

/

19.

C

D

E

/

3
/

2 0.

/
/

2 1 .*

22.

/ /

G

2

/

/

/

/

/

Av

P

/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/

/
D

E

A

B
/

C

y y
3 y

/

3

2

/

/ y

Z

/

7

2 2

7 /

W

/

/

14.

16.

E??

/
J y
a / / y
/ y «2 /
/
y
/ y / 2
y X

/

11.

p

/

/

/

7.

12.

y

3 .2
3
/

:Z

/

_?

w

D

E

/

/
/

^Question 21 has several answers In the method of financing a
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

3

9

13

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

w
/

z

1.
2.

/

z

3.

/

/,

4.

/

5.

/
/

/

6.

p

Ex

G

Av

Z

3

y

/

5"

z

y

/
Z
/
Z

/
/

7.
z

8.

/

9.
10.

/ /
z

11.

/ z

12.

/

z

13.

/

z

/

z

y

G

Av

y

3

3"

/

y

3

S

Z

3

y

S

/

3

3

d

3

3

/

iT

y
y

y

s-

/

7

/

y

s

3

/

y y /
s 7 /

/

Z

/

3

y

y

/ j- 3
/

16.

X z

/ y

S~

y

3

5" y

Z

/

3.

18.

/

7

/

/

19.

/

/

3

3

/

3

Z 3

17.

D

z

21.*

z
/

A

z

20.

22.

E

/

B

S'
3

/

D

E

y

Z

s

y-

/

z

7
Z

r 3

G
JT Z

c

y

/

z f' z /

5" y

z

B

/

y

15.

A

/

s

y /

P

/

y

/ 3
/ 3

Ratings

3

w

/

/ 3

z

p

7

/

J

14.

3

Ex

w

A

B

C

/
3

D

E

a

z y

/

/o

Z

&

z

3
7

Z
X?

7
,

/

/

-7 Z

3

3

3

♦Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education. Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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Missouri

States

Ex

G

Av

r

2.

/

/
3

3.

/

JL

1.

w

/ y
/

/

X

/ 3

.

16.
Ratings

A

B

c

19.

D

G _j&y

W

Xo

é

X

â

5*

5“

/

/9

s

/

3 y 3"
y X 3X 7 3
/ é y

i X

/a

y

y

- y /X
X V

y 3
/ù 3

E

A

XÇ'

B

c

D

E

-a /y Xù 3
X.C /
/

/
/

3

F

/

/ 3

P

/ /
a /
y y
X y y X /
3 X 5~ 3 /
3 y 3 3 y
A

B

y

C
y

9 3

5" 3

3

22.

jT /

/ / y /d /f

33 /5"

y

F X9

/ // /
/z>. y

E

D

/ 3 X
/

/

3 y 3- / /
3 y 3 3 /
y y / /
/
/ 3 F / /

// /? y X

21.*

/

y y / /

/ /

./• 3

P

/ /
X /
/ /
X /

3" y 3"
(é. X 3- /

/ 5-

20.

Ex

y y
J2 /2 XJè. y 3
XX /o
.3
Ù
/y 9
// 3 X
S'

X

17.
18.

/X

/

Z. /

/

p

3 /d

/ a a. /
3 3

14.

à/
y

X

12.

15.

/

3
3 3

11.

/f

w

Av

/ '3
y /
±y y 3
/
y
y y
z

Z:

G

/Ù /3 /3 F y

3

10.

13.

14

Zù

rr
3

9.

Ex

/

7.
8.

48

y

6.

5.

p

/

/
/
/ 3 .a
y

4.

Nebraska

6

Responding
Ratings

Montana

3

3

^Question 21 has several answers In the method of financing a
higher,, education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

New Hampshire

New Jersey

1

11

9 Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Ex

2.

/

3.

/
/

4.
/

5.

/

6.

/

7.
8.

/

9.

/

10.

/

W

Av

Ù

S’

/

s

.2

y

y

6"

3

/

/

/

6

y

/

S' y

/

3

y

3

y

3

/

3

y

/

-2

3. y

s. y

y

/

y

/

p

Ex

/

/
/

y

/
/

y
/
/

/
/

y
/

.2

.2

y

/

14.

/

/

y

y

/

15.

/

/

y

y

/

/

3L

/

y

3

/

/

A

B

c

E

A

Ratings

A

B

17.

/

18.

/

19.

C

D

E

y
/

20.
21.*

/

22.

/

D

/

/

y
/

B

c

5T

/

/

é

y

X

/

/ S
/

2

D

E

/

5*

/

p

/

/

/

w

..Ay

/

13.

16.

G

/

3
/

2

/

11.

1

G

/

1.

12.

P

w

Av

New Mexico

/
/

/

S

/

y
/

/
/

*Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education. Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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# Responding
Ratings

G

Av

1.

2.

Ÿ

5"

2.

a

9

y

4.

-2

5.

y

6.

3

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

w

F

Ex
/

/

7

/
/

G

Av

/

/

7
y

/

/

/

7
A 7
/ 3
3 y
é /

B

C

D

E

A

B

G

:S" /

y 3

7 :T /
7 a

/

17.

/

s 7 7

21.*

A

7 S

22.

/y /

3

y

/

3

2.

y

y

2L

/

y 2. y
y 7
/
/

y
y y y

y
/

y /

/

/
/

yy

/ y 3

/

y y
D

E

A

B

y

c

D

y

X

y

X

E

y 2- y X
/ y %

7

P

w

r

3

y

z

c2. y

Av

2 3
y y
3

7

A

20.

/

y 3

3
V
y / 7 3
7
// a.
ol /ù 3

19.

/

JT
7

18.

G

.1

Ratings

15.

Ex

3 3

16.

14.

p

y

/à 3
/ 7 5" /
y 3
7 :T / 2- ;2 / y
3 /
s
3 y

13.

w

/
/

T

3.

6

7

15
Ex

No. Dakota

N o . Carolina

New York

States

y y /
/ /

y3

3 3

y

^Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing a
higher education.

Answer.F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

Ohio

Oklahoma

17

11

Û Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

w p

Ex

3.

3
3

4.

S

2.

7
9 V
7 S'

7

9.

3

7.

10.

7 Ù
9 7

A

12.

y

13.

y

9

3

14.

3

9

é

A

9

6~

/

/ z

/

s

T

Z
J

y

3-

/

z

y

Z Z
Z z
3 z

y

/

y

y

y

3

y

3

A

B

c

D

17.

/

/o
y 9

3 c.

£

3 9 jT
/o A 3

c D E
y y
/ y /
X 5" z Z.
/ S' y y

A

y

/

A

7

a. y /& a

/y 3

7

y

y

y

Ratings

B

y

y

s Z
/
Z z. /
/ 3 y

3

/

p

y 3 y
/ 3 /

V

/

y

22.

6

w

3

7

3

/

/

y

Av

y

9

18.

3 z

y

G

Z z
Z 3
z y

16.

21.*

Ex

JZ y /
Z
3

/

y C. /
3 7 /
y 7
./ y 5 “ y

9 3 S, /

11.

.

/ S

/

8.

6.

20.

w p

y

Z. C

/û s
é.
3
F s /
T 3

5.

19.

Av

5

3

1.

15.

6

Oregon

3

B

c

/

y y
D

E

3 Z
y /
/ 3 y
Z

z

y

y y

j-

*Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

54

1

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

/9

1.

W
3

p

/3

Ÿ

3.

//

J23 /3 ■sr /
3
Û.3 yo

4.
//

5.

6.

é>

7.

r

/ f .2/

10.

y

;23

11.

/d

P

G

Av

W

/

-2

Z,

3

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

y
s"
/

3 3
/ 3

/

A 3 A.

/
/

y

/

y

/

a.

/

13.

/y / f

7

3

/

/ 3 3
/ 3 y

/r /f

3-

/

»?

/7

.

16.

/y

Ratings

A

B

//

/y

/

/o

S' /

c

D

E

A

B

C

D

y

y

/

18.

5^

3

/

19.

/A

/3

20.

/

7

/f

^0

é /:i j y

21.*
22.

/T

/7

/

y
3"

/

/

17.

/(
a f

y

/

y

15.

/

/

/

/ÿ

//

X

À 3
3 3
/
X / 3
/ 3 A

12.

14.

E

/
/

y

A

/

A

B

G

y y
/

3

3

/
:2.
/

/

/
/

D

E

/
/

3

3

X

/
/

p

/

/

/

/y 3

3

J2. 3

/

/

9.

w

Ex

/

Zo

8.

■

^3 /c. y
yic /6 y
/<p

8
Av

G

X.
/

2.

T

Ex

So. Carolina

/

/ 3

/

y

3

/

X

5"

y

*Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing a
higher education. Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table^
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So. Dakota

States

Tennessee

Texas

4

14

1

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

w

P

Ex

2.

/

3.

/

4.

/

5.

/

6.

/

/

/

/

3

/
/

/

12.

/

/

14.

/

/

A

B

C

D

E

A

/

J2. /
3

/

20.

/

/

/

B

/

c
.2.

5"

y

y

/

5"

7

/

/

7

X

/

f

JZ

y

y

:l

5"

y

/

3

7

é

D

£

y

3

6

y

X

A

B

c
P

D

/

/ y
/

•7

X

7

y
d " s~ 3

;2. /
/

22.

/

3

/

19.

7

/

JZ

/

18.

/

/

/

/

17.

y

:l

/

16.

3

y

/

/

15.

5"

z

6

JZ

13.

P

w

7

/

/
/

/

Av

3

3

/

11.

G
/

/

/

/

10.

21.*

/

/

9.

Ex

/

/

8.

Ratings

P

a.

/

7.

w

c2

/

1.

Av

G

3.

T

yo

/

E

/
7
7

/

^Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

Utah

Ex

G

2.

3

/

3.

/

y

4.

y

5.

/

JT /

6.

/

y

/

/
y

8.

y

/

/

3

y

10.
/

3

13.

y

14.

y

15.

/

16.

5"

Ratings

A

17.
18.

21.*
22.

7

Ex

G

/

3

Av

W

P

Ex

/

/

/

3

3

/

y

/

S

/

/

/

y

/

/
/

A

3

Z

3

3

/

y

/
B

C

D

/
/

/

/

5" /

/ y

3

/

/

E

A

:2.

A

/

B

C

D

3 Z
J2 y

Z

y

Z

JZ A

/

3

Z

3 y
y S' y

/

/

/

A.

3

/

A

/

JT Z

/

E

F

.5" A.
/

c D
/
5* / /

w

2,

/

/

/

_Ay

5"

/

B

y

/

/

3
3

3

G

3 3

/

/

12.

20.

p

/

3

19.

1

/

7.

11.

w

Av

/

1.

9.

Virginia

7

0 Responding
Ratings

Vermont

/

/

/

y

E

y
A

y

/
/

5~ A.

♦Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education. Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table.
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States

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

16

3

5

# Responding
Ex

G

Av

w

1.

/

//

3

/

2.

J

7

3.

/

Ratings

p

G

Av

/

/

/

/

/

/

7

/

.2

//

5.
/

7.
//

8.

7

/

7

/

/

11.

/

&

12.

/

5"

13.

/

5^
S-

/

/

/

3

/

/

/

3

7

7

/

3

y

7

z

7

3
3

/

/

3

=7

/

3

Y

é

;2. /

/

/

3

D

E

A

7 /

■z
/ /
B

c

D

E

/
/
/ / /
7
3
/

//

/
/

/

7

7 /
a

22.

7

/

Z 7
7 f
3 & y /
7 y 3

21.*

3

7

p

/

/

/

17.

20.

7
3 7

/

c

w

Av

/

JT

B

G

r

A

19.

/

Ex

/

Æ

/

Ratings

18.

/

/

16.

15.

/

/

9 /
/
3 7 y z /
s- /
/
y
/

P

3

7 7

10.

w

3

7

jT

9.

14.

/

.2

4.

6.

Ex

7
7

/ /3
Z Z
/
/ :2 Z
A B c D
/ y
y7
/ 3. 7
/ 7 3
y
y/

E

3

*Question 21 has several answers In the method of financing a
higher education.

Answer F Is other.and will be outlined In a later table.
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States

Not Given
5

# Responding
Ratings

Ex

G

Av

/

/

3

2.

X

3

3.

Z

1.

4.

/

X

/

7.

/

8.

/

/

CL

/

3

/

Z
3

3

/

/

13.

3

/

y

14.

/

Z

/

/

15.

/

z

/

/

16.

3

z

B

c

D

E

17.

/

y

18.

/

y

19.

<z

5.

20.

a.

Z

/

B

C

D

E

G

Av

W

P

B

C

D

E

/

3

/

P

Z

12.

21.*

W

z

y

A

Av

/

11.

Ratings

6

/
/

/

Ex

/

3

9.
10.

p

y

5.
6.

w

A

A

/
/
3

3

22.

*Question 21 has several answers in the method of financing i
higher education.

Answer F is other and will be outlined in a later table,
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF THE COLLEGES/
UNIVERSITIES QUESTIONED*
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APPENDIX III

ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF THE COLLEGES/
UNIVERSITIES QUESTIONED*

Air Force Academy

General Studies, 2.5, '72
International Affairs, 3.2, '72

Akron, University of

Mechanical Engineering, 2.4, *73
Mechanical Engineering, 2.54, *73

Alabama, University of

Pre-Med, 1.8 on 3.0 scale, *71

A l v e m o College

Art and Education (B avg.), *64

Appalachian State U.

Industrial Arts, 2.25, *64

Arkansas, University of

Business Admin and Marketing, 2.88, *73
Mathematics, 3.2, *69

Arizona, University of

Music, 1.7, *68

Arizona State University

Business, 2.01, *71
Business Admin, 2.88, *73
Electronic Technology, 2.55, *66
General Business, 3.1, *62
Personnel Management, 3.6, *62

Babson College (Mass.)

Business Admin, 2.45, *68

Baldwin-Wallace College

Biology, 2.75, *70

Ball State University

Marketing, 2.75, *67
Social Science, 2.6, *65

Bellevue College

Business, 3.0, *67

Bemidji State College

Accounting & Business Management, 3.93, *68

Billings Business College

Secretarial, 3.0, *68

Borromeo Seminary College

Philosophy, 3.5, *72

*Schools are listed in order, including the major fields of study,
grade point averages, and year of graduation of those questioned.
143
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Bowling Green University

Business, 2.89,
Education, 2.5,
Geography, 2.1,
Library Science,

Brigham Young University

Commercial Radio and TV, 2.9, '67
Economics, 3.1, '73
Engineering, 3.0, *63
History, 3.7, '66
Psychology, 3.75, *73

Buffalo, University of

Spanish, 3.5, *70

California, Univ. of (Berkley)

Engineering Mathematics, 3.0, *61

California State College (Pa.)

Humanities, 2.9, *70

California State U. (S.F.)

Psychology, 3.3, *69

Capitol Institute of Technology

Electronic Technology, 3.6, *69

Carroll College

Elementary Education, 3.02, *72

Case Institute

Industrial Management, 2.22, *62

Central Washington State

Psychology, 3.1, '66

Cincinnati, University of

Education, 3.25, '56

Citadel

Business Admin, 2.6, *70

Clarkson College of Tech. (NY)

Civil Engineering, - , *51-*56

Clemson University

Physics, 2.1, *71

Chestnut Hill College

Chemistry, 3.7, *71

Colorado A & M

Home Econ Education, 2.0, *38

Colorado State University

Business and Vocation Education, 2.8, *72
Finance, 2.5, *73
General Business, 2.45, *70
General Business, 2.7, *73
Humanities, 2.9, *71
Vocational Education/ Home Econ, 2.86, *60
Vocational Education, 3.4, *74
Vocational Education, 3.2, *68-*76

Colorado, University of

Real Estate, 2.7, *73

Concordia College

Chemistry and Mathematics, 2.5, *72

*71
'67
'62
2.5, '72
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Connecticut, University of

Accounting, 2.5, '72
Economics, 2.8, *72
History, 3.1, '68
Psychology, 2.7, '72

Cornell University

Economics, 2.5, '62

Denver, University of

Biology, 3.0, '67

Delaware State College

Psychology, 3.1, '73

Delaware State Valley College of
Science and Agriculture

Ornamental Horiculture, 2.8, '65

Dennison University

History, 2.5, '64

DePaul University

Education, 3.0, '60
Geography, 3.4, '67

Drake University

Psychology, 3.5, '64

Drexel University

Accounting, 3.1, '64
Business Admin, 2.5, '71-'76
Electrical Engineering, 2.5, '62

East Texas State University

English, 3.45, '68
History, 3.7, '73

Eastern Montana College

Business Education, 2.8, '70
Business Education, 2.0, '70
Elementary Education, 3.5, '42
Elementary Education, - , '62
Elementary Education, 3.0, '66
Elementary Education, 3.2, '70
Secondary Education, 2.63, '65
Special Education, 3.27, '69

Emory & Henry College

Economics, 1.8 on 3.0 scale, '68

Emory University

Political Science, 2.5, '63

Emporia,,College of

Elementary Education, 3.0, '55

Ferris State College

Marketing, 2.2, '65

Florida Southern College

Journalism. 2.5, '68

Florida State University

Industrial Technology, 2.98,'72
Business Management, 2.7, '72

Fresno State University

Industrial Technology, 2.98, '72

Frostberg State College

Mathematics, 2.4, '64
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Georgia Institute of Technology

Industrial Technology, 2.4, '68

Glassboro State College

Education, 2.9, '72
History, 3.5, '72

Great Falls, College of

Education, 3.0, *69
Elementary Education, 3.5, '38 and '64
Elementary Education, 3.3, '44 and '66
Elementary Education, 3.8, *59
Elementary Education, 2.64, *69
Elementary Education, 3.2, *64
Elementary Education, 3.60, *78
Elementary Education, 2.0, *72
Elementary Education, 3.0, '77
Elementary Education, 3.5, *78
Mathematics, 2.7, '67
Social Studies, 3.4, '74

Great Falls Commercial College

Keypunch, 4.0, '73

Grove City College

Electrical Engineering, 3.0, '66
History, 3.89, '68
English, 2.8, '70

Guilford College

Economics, 3.0, '71

Gwynedd Mercy College

Elementary Education, 3.56, '71

Harvard University

Political Science, A-, '71

High Point College

Accounting, 2.4, '71

Huron State College

Elementary Education, 2.0, '67

Idaho, University of

Business Mathematics, 3.0, '74
Education, 3.5, '73
Geography, 2.75, '68

Illinois, University of

Accounting, 2.25, '67
History, 3.4, '73

Illinois Institute of Technology

Personnel Management, 2.34, '70

Indiana, University of

Business, 2.1, '64
Business Education, 2.5, *65

Iowa, University of

Art Education, 2.75, '71
Business Administration, 2.73, '73

Kansas, University of

Art & Russian, A & B+, '68
Business, 2.5, '67
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Kansas State University

Geology, 2.75, '72
Mechanical Engineering, 2.75, '61

Kansas State Teachers' College

American History, 2.69, '61

Kentucky, University of

Psychology, 2.7, *67

Kings College

Accounting, 2.4, *65

Lafayette College

Civil Engineering, 2.2, *66

Lander University

History, 2.75 (on 3.0 scale), *69

LaSalle College

Accounting, 3.73, *75
Accounting, 3.34, '71 through '78
Chemistry, 3.11, *75
Chemical Engineering, 2.79, *72
Electrical Engineering, 2.25, '62 - present
English, 2.38, '68
English, 3.32, '71
History, 2.8, '74
Management and Business Admin, 2.2, '76
Pre-Med, 2.6, '74
Psychology, 2.86, *75

Lehigh University

Biology, 2.6, '66

LeMeyne College

Languages, 2.4, *64

Los Angeles, University of

Accounting, 3.02, '63

Louisiana State University

Earth Science,2.5, '65
Industrial Technology, 2.3,
Microbiology, 2.858, '70

70

Louisiana Tech

Business Management, 2.8, '71
Math Education, 2.6, *70
Electrical Engineering, 3.04, '68
Forestry, 2.0, '57

Lowell Technological Institute

Business Accounting, 2.53, '72
Electrical Engineering, 2.6, '72

Maine, University of

French, 3.3, *74

Manhattan College

Marketing, 2.8, *74
Mechanical Engineering, 2.75, '66

Marian College

History, 2.0, '70

Marquette University

Education, 3.0, *60
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Marygrove College

English, 3.0, ' 5 4 ^ '60
Latin, 3.0, *41 - *46

Maryland Institute of Art

Graphic Design, 3.46, *70

Maryland, University of

Electrical Engineering, 2.2, *66
Social Studies, 3.4, *74

Mary Washington College

History of Art, 3.25, *70

Massachusetts, University of

Business, 2.75, *70
Chemistry, 2.1, *69
Mechanical Engineering, 2.49,

*69

Memphis State University

Business Management, 2.45, *70
General Management, 2.5, *71

Miami of Ohio

Industrial Engineering, 2.5, *65

Miami University

Political Science, 2.7, *70

Michigan State University

Biology and Physical Education, 2.7, *60
Business Administration, 2.6» *73
English, 3.0, *65
Mechanical Engineering, 3.18, *73

Michigan Tech

Forestry, 2.04, *71
Industrial Engineering, 2.7, *61

Michigan, University of

Geography, 2.2, *69
Mechanical Engineering, 2.5, *70
Naval Architecture, 2.01, *71

Midland Lutheran College

Sociology, 3.06, *69 (not grad.)

Midwest Community College

Secretarial, top five, *64

Milligan College

Business Admin and P.E., 3.051, *72

Minnesota, University of

Biology, 2.99, *67
Business, 2.6, *73
Journalism, 2.3, *64

Mississippi, Southern Univ. of

American History, 2.61, *71
Mathematics, 2.14, *66
Political Science, 3.71, *69
Special Education, 3.1, *72

Mbnmouth College

Liberal Arts/French, 2.4, *67

Montana State University

Elementary Education, 3.02, *68
Elementary Education, 3.97, *66
Elementary Education, 3.01, *69
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Montana State University (cent.)

Geography, 2.7, ’69
Nursing. 2.0. ’71-’73

Montana Tech

Engineering Science, 2.0, '66-’68, '73-'75

Montana, University of

Accounting, 3.01, '70
Business Administration, 3.0, '70
Business Administration, 2.74, '70
Business Administration, 2.7, '72
Economics, 3.0, '66
Elementary Education, 3.2, '67
Elementary Education, 3.7, '70
Elementary Education, 2.59, '71
French, 3.2, '69
German, 3.4, '70
Physical Education, 2.5, '71
Physics, 2.65, '67
Political Science, 3.2, '71

Montgomery County Community College

Political Science, 3.66, '74

Moorhead State College

Elementary Education, 3.0, '62

Nebraska, University of

Accounting, 2.7, '73
Business, 2.5, '71
Business, 2.65, '72
Business Administration, 2.5, '67
Business Education, 3.9, '48
Chemistry, 3.0, '69
Political Science, 2.4, '68
Vocational Home Economics, 3.6, '68

Newberry College

Psychology, 2.3, '73

New College (Florida)

Chemistry, no grades given, '67

New Hampshire, University of

History, 2.6, '63-'68

New Mexico University

Secondary Education, 3.0, '69

New York State University
(Plattsburgh)
(Stonybrook)

Education, 3.3, '62
English/Secondary Education, 3.15, '74

North Carolina A & T

Business/Economics, 2.4, '67

North Carolina, University of

Business Administration, 2.4, '72
History, 2.8, '72

North Dakota State

Business Education, 2.4, '67

North Dakota, University of

Elementary Education, 4.0, '72 (not grad.)
History/Political Science, 3.85, '72,
(not grad.)
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North Dakota, University of (cont.)

Psychology, 2.3, *66
Social Welfare, 2.2, *70

Northern Colorado State

Earth Science, 3.4, *71
Special Education, 3.94, *73

Northern Montana State College

Elementary Education, 3.0, *62
Elementary Education, 3.0, *62-*64

North Texas State University

Business Administration, 2.7, *68

Northwestern University

English Literature/Philosophy, 3.0, *70

Oakland University

Economics, 2.1, *69

Ohio University

Chemistry, 2.6, *69

Ohio Wesleyan University

Economics, 2.24, *71
History, not given, *69
Speech/Liberal Arts, 3.25, *71

Oklahoma State University

Business Administration, 2.5,
Management Science, 3.2, *73
Mechanical Engineering, 3.72,
Physical Science, 2.1, *63
Psychology, 3.1, *71
Statistics, 2.5, *73

*71
*68

Oklahoma, University of

Business Education, 2.3, *72
Journalism, 2.9, *71
Meteorology, 2.995, *65
Political Science, 2.2, *69
Psychology, 2.98, *74

Oregon College of Education

Education, 2.65, *72

Oregon State University

Business Marketing, 3.3, *62
Mechanical Engineering, 2.75, *73

Otterbein College

Physical Education, 2.7, *67

Pace College

Accounting, 2.9, *67

Pierce Junior College

Accounting, 3.0, *74

Pennsylvania Military College
(Widener) -

Business/Accounting, 2.1, *57-*64

Pennsylvania State University

Animal Science, 3.62, *73
Business Administration, 3.43, *73
French Education, 3.3, *72
Meteorology, 3.62, *62
Speech Pathology/Audiôlogy, 3.25, *73
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Pennsylvania, University of

Engineering, 3.8, '73
English, 2.5, '62

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy

Pharmacy, 86.39, '71-'76

Pittsburgh University

Math/Economics, 3.76, '75

Poplarville, M.S.

Business Administration, 3.0, '55

Portland, University of

Psychology, 2.6, '69

Providence College

General Studies, 2.0, '68

Purdue University

Social Studies Education, 4.65 (6.0), '68

Radcliffe College

Sociology, 3.3, '69

Regis College

History, 3.1, '73

Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute

Management Science, 2.3, *67

Roosevelt University

Psychology, 3.2, '61

Rutgers University*

Electrical Engineering, 3.195, '64
Geography/City Planning, 2.5, '64
Political Science, 2.1, '69

Sacramento State College

Business Administration, 2.4, '66
Personnel Management, 2.8, '71
Personnel Management, 2.7, '71

St. Cloud Beauty College

Cosmetology, 98, '68

St. Francis of Loreto

Physics, 2.9, '65

St. Joseph's College

Business Administration, 3.9, '67
History, 3.18, '70
History, 2.76, '70
History/Biology, 2.95, '70 and '73
Liberal Arts, 2.0, '73
Political Science/Philosophy, 2.7, '67

St. Peter's College

Industrial Management, 2.7, '68

St. Xavier

Biology, 2.8, '74
Education, 3.0, '60

Salem College (W. Va.)

Business Administration, 3.2, '72

*Grade point based on scale where A = 1.0.
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San Diego State College

Industrial Arts, 3.85, '72
Mathematics, 2.8, '64

San Diego State University

Biology, 3.0, '72
Biology, 3.0, '73
Social Science, 3.21, '61-'69

San José State University

Business Managment, 2.8, '66
Law Enforcement, 2.8, '71

South Carolina, University of

Management, 2.83, '66
Political Science, 2.6, '72

South Dakota State University

Math Education, 2.33,'70

Southeast Missouri State University

Agriculture/Biology, 2.6, '72

Southern Colorado State College

Industrial Technology, 3.7, '71

Southern Illinois University

Business Administration, 3.1, '69
Government, 3.6*' '63

Southwest Missouri State University

Agriculture, 2.57, '66

Southwest Texas State

Math/Meteorology, 2.8, '67

Stevens Institute of Technology

Electrical Engineering, 3.44, '71
Mechanical Engineering, 2.8, '68-'72
Mechanical Engineering, 2.47, '69

Syracuse University

Business, 2.17, '66
Transportation, 1.7 (3.0), '66

Temple Consnunity College

Liberal Arts/Psychology, 2.5, '70

Temple University

Accounting, 3.0, '69
Anthropology, 3.0, '70-'75
Anthropology, 3.7, '75
Business Administration, 3.55, '71
Business Education, 2.21, '63
Dance, 3.5, '74
Dentistry, 3.8, '70
Elementary Education, 2.5, '70-71
Journalism, 2.75, '76
Social Work, 3.4, '73

Texas A & M

Aerospace Engineering, 2.56, '70
Business, 3.4, '71
Electrical Engineering, 2.54, '67
Electrical Engineering, 3.14, '72
Industrial Technology, 2.45, '72
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Texas Christian University

Radio/T.V., 3.2, ’71

Texas Tech

Engineering, 2.8, '69

Texas, University of (Austin)

Mathematics, 3.1, '72

Tennessee, University of

Education, 2.21, '68

Thiel College

Modern Languages, 2.6, '64

Trenton State College

Elementary Education, 3.3, '70

Trinity University

History, 1.5, '65

Tuskegee Institute

Clothing and Related Arts, not given, '72

Utah State University

Education, 3.3, '50

Utah, University of

Mathematics, 2.7, '60-'70

Virginia Military Institute

Mathematics, 2.1, '67

Virginia Polytechnical Institute

General Science, 2.5, '72

Virginia, University of

Business Administration, 2.1, '61
Geography, 2.6, '69
Government, 2.6, '70

Washburn University

Business Administration, 2.68, '68

Washington State University

Business, 2.5, '65
Engineering, 3.0, '58
Geology, 3.02, '72
Political Science/History, 2.7, '72
Spanish/French, 2.9, '72 (no grad.)

Washington, University of

Accounting, 2.5, '72
Aeronautical Engineering, 2.5, '71
Business Administration, 2.93, '72
Drama, 2.8, '67-'72
Logging Engineering, 3.9, '64
Marketing, 2.75, '71
Mechanical Engineering, 2.9, '70
Mechanical Engineering, 2.56, '71
Zoology, 2.41, '66

Wayne State University

Music, 3.4, '66

West Chester State College

Elementary Education, 2.96, '67-'72
Elementary Education, 3.2, '72

Western State College

Business Administration, 2.4, '73
Vocational Educaiton, 3.2, '76
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West Point

Civil Engineering, 2.4, ’71
No Major, 3.5, '71

West Texas State University

History, 3,0, '64

West Virginia State

Forestry, 3.0, ’70

West Virginia University

Political Science, 2.9, ’68

Willamette University

Psychology, 3.1, ’58

Wisconsin State University

Biology, 3.65, ’71

Wisconsin, University of

Civil Engineering, 3.3, ’66
History, 2.6, ’63
Home Economics/Journalism, 3.5, *70

Wyoming, University of

Social Studies, 3.4, ’74

Youngstown State University

History, 3.0, ’61

No School Listed
Administration, 3.2, ’66
Business Admin and Economics, 3.9, ’72
Education/English, 2.2, '64
Nursing, 2.0, ’62
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FOLLOW-UP SURVEY TO THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
COURSE OF STUDY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

In terms of
of study?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

required
required
required
required

In terms of
the assigned texts in general?
a. clear, concise, objective, good balance between main topic
and detail.
b. excessively opinionated; treatment not objective.
c. sketchy; does not deal in depth with issues.
d. too detailed; does not focus sufficiently on main issues.
e. excessively wordy; not concise.
f. disorganized.

3.

In relation to the texts were classes:
a. complements of the text, with elaboration and additional
material presented?
b. entirely different from text material, with little or no
explanation?
c. repetitious of text material?

4.

How would you describe the course in terms of overall organization?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.

extremely well organized
organization good
adequate, but could be better
inadequate, detracts from course
disorganized and confusing

Were the tests administered, in general, penetrating to the essentials
of the course?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

always
most of the time
somet imes
rarely
not at all
156
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6.

To what extent did the course require original thought?
a. individual thinking is emphasized and plays a significant
role.
b. some individual thinking is required.
c. the course requires little or no original thought.

7.

To what extent did the course stimulate thought, discussion, or
research outside of class?
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

frequently
occasionally
rarely
never

Has the course made a significant contribution to your intellectual
development?
a. has been extremely valuable
b. has made some contribution
c. has made little or no contribution intellectually

9.

If this course of study was related to your major field of study,
has it made a significant contribution to your knowledge and under
standing of that field?
a.
b.
c.
d.

has been
has made
has made
question

extremely valuable
some contribution
little or no contribution
does not apply.

10.

How would you rate the overall integration of course materials
(lectures, assignments, readings, text, labs, etc.)?
a. highly satisfactory
b. satisfactory
c. unsatisfactory

11.

In terms of the relationship between the goals of the course and the
material covered, how would you describe the course?
a. specialized course; proper balance of in-depth and
general analysis.
b. specialized course; overly concerned with detail.
c. specialized course; Insufficient in-depth analysis.
d. survey; general introduction, with in-depth treatment
in certain key areas.
e. survey; too detailed; was unable to give general intro
ductory knowledge of field.
f. survey; attempted to cover too much ground; was unable to
give in-depth understanding where needed.
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12.

How often were lectures supplemented by student participation
and discussion?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

13.

frequently
occasionally
rarely
never
question does not apply

Were attempts made, in the presentation of course material
(in text, lectures, etc.), to relate to topics outside the
classroom?
a. awareness of "real life" applications shown, attempts
frequently made to relate course material to recent
developments or other fields.
b. course material occasionally related to recent develop
ments or other fields.
c. little or no attempt made to relate course to recent
developments or other fields.

14.

How has your course of study affected your interest in this
field?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

15.

interest greatly increased
somewhat increased
no change
declined
almost all interest lost

Would you recommend this course of study to someone else with
a background and interests similar to yours?
a. yes
b. no

Teacher Evaluation
1.

How well organized was the presentation of course material?
a. classes always well-organized; overall organization of
course excellent.
b. classes generally well-organized; overall organization
good.
c. organization adequate, but could be better.
d. organization inadequate, detracts from course.
e. classes disorganized and confusing.
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2.

In relation to the assigned text, were classes:
a. complements of the text, with elaboration and additional
material presented?
b. entirely different from text material, with little or
no explanation?
c. repetitions of text material?

3.

In general, were class presentations:
a. meaningful and informative; deal with main points of course;
details and digressions meaningful?
b. generally meaningful and informative; digressions some
times detract?
c. Interesting, but could be more substantive?
d. factual, little attempt to relate to main points of course?
e. dull, sketchy, of little value?

4.

Did the instructor attempt to relate the course to topics out
side the classroom?
a. was aware of "real life" applications of course material;
attempted frequently to relate material to recent develop
ments or other fields.
b. occasionally related course to recent developments or
other fields.
c. made little or no attempt to relate course to recent
developments or other fields.

5.

How did the instructors handle questons?
a. encouraged questions, gave meaningful answer, admitted when
he did not know an answer.
b. encouraged questions, but gave sketchy or irrelevant
answers.
c. did not encourage questions actively, but answered meaning
fully and admitted when he did not know an answer.
d. did not encourage questions actively, gave sketchy or
irrelevant answers.
e. discouraged questions.

6.

What were the instructors' attitudes toward student opinion and
disagreement?
a. encouraged expression of differing opinions and their reason
ing, would discuss them.
b. permitted expression of differing opinions and their
reasoning, would discuss them.
c. permitted expression of, but showed no reaction to differing
opinions.
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d. discouraged expression of differing opinions, generally
unwilling to discuss them.
e. did not permit expression of differing opinions.
7.

How did the instructors handle discussion in class?
a. guided a discussion; allowed free expression of opinion,
but attempted to keep discussion reasonable and relevant.
b. dominated discussion; limited the range of even relevant
opinion which might be expressed.
c. did not guide; permitted discussion to become involved in
unimportant, unreasonable, or irrelevant issues.
d. does not apply.

8.

Did the instructors seek to develop thinking on the part of the
student?
a. emphasized and encouraged individual thought.
b. did little to encourage individual thought.
c. presented course in such a manner as to discourage
individual thought.

9.

In relations with students, was the instructor generally:
a. extremely interested, concerned, and willing to aid students,
even when busy?
b. interested, usually willing to aid students?
c. neutral in attitude, avoiding individual contact?
d. aloof, usually unwilling to aid students?

10.

Did the instructor's knowledge of the subject appear:
a. extremely broad and accurate; he was able to discuss issues
and answer questions comprehensively.
b. appreciably greater than text material.
c. limited to text material.
d. apparently deficient at times.
e. clearly deficient.

11.

Did the instructors seem interested in teaching this course?
a.
b.
c.
d.

12.

enthusiastic, enjoyed teaching the course.
interested in course.
neutral, showed little real interest.
apparently disliked teaching course.

Were the instructors able to express their thoughts clearly?
a.
b.
c.
d.

words came easily, meaning was always clear.
some hesitation, meaning was always clear.
some hesitation, meaning was at times not clear.
meaning was often not clear.
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13.

Were assignments (exercises, research, readings, papers):
a. meaningful and challenging Intellectually, yet not an
excessive burden?
b. excessively heavy?
c. too difficult?
d. not challenging enough to be of any significance?
e. too Infrequent to be of any significance?
f. not relevant to the course?

14.

Did the tests administered, In general, penetrate to the essen
tials of the course of study?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

15.

How prevalent was cheating on tests In this course of study?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

16.

extremely prevalent; Involved many students
Involved a significant number of students
occurred occasionally
rarely occured
did not occur

How prevalent was cheating on the final exam In this course
of study?
a.
b.
c.
d.

17.

always
usually
sometimes
rarely
not at all

extremely prevalent; Involved many students
Involved a significant number of students
Involved an extremely small number of students
did not occur

Would you reconmend the professors in general to another person
contemplating this course?
a. yes
b. no
c. perhaps in another course of study
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SCHOOL-PECULIAR SURVEY FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ITEMS
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SCHOOL-PECULIAR SURVEY FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ITEMS
PECULIAR TO AN INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTION*

University of Montana AFIT Minuteman Education Program
Malmstrom AFB Evaluation Form

1.

Classification Data:
a. Major area of study within the MBA Program;
b. Number of credits amassed to date In the program;
c. Grade Point Average to date;
d. Undergraduate major;
e. Undergraduate college/university;
f. Year of graduation from undergraduate college/university;

2.

Rating Scale; Please check ( ) the appropriate box for each
characteristic based on the following rating criteria:
a. INFERIOR - of lowest rank or degree;
b. BELOW AVERAGE - slightly below the normal expected by most students;
c. AVERAGE - conforming to the expected norms set by most students;
d. ABOVE AVERAGE - slightly above the normal expect by most students;
e. SUPERIOR - of the highest rank, quality or degree;
f . NOTO - no opportunity to observe for the purpose of evaluation
to date.

REMEMBER: Answer all questions and rate them the way you believe the
prevailing attitude In the school would answer them In your opinion.

*Thls type of survey Is Intended to be tailored to the Individual
needs of a particular college or university and Its unique problem areas
to explore for the school those problems not specially covered by other
research. This Is a sample foremat for that type of further research.
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Characteristic

Inferior

Below
Average

Average

Above
Average

Superior

No to

Scholarship
Professional In
terest Created
Teaching Skill
Availability of
Teachers
Organization of
the Course
Testing Policy
Grading
School Facilities
Rapport Created
Teacher Interest
Receptiveness to
Questions

3.

COMMENTS: In the space provided, please mention any aspect of our
program which you feel may be of importance. Please make reference
to good and bad features that you cite, so investigation and solution
can be developed soon for the good of all in our program.

Thank you for your valuable and studied opinion!
Please return this form to Dr. B. Bowlen, AFIT Minuteman School, Malms trom
Air Force Base, Montana 59401.
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SURVEY FOR STRESSING A PARTICULAR AREA OF CONCERN
TO THE POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION MARKET*

Evaluation Form - Colleges* Relationship
to the "Real World"

1.

Classification Data:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

Major area of study;
Expected date of graduation;
Grade Point Average to date;
Name of the college;
Age.

Short Answer Questions: Please fill In the following data and
opinion that Is requested by each question that is below.
a. List what you consider the five major goals for your life
as you see It now.

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

b. What job position would you like to be In:
1) one year out of college
2) five years out of college
3) ten years out of college
4) twenty years out of college _________________
c. Do you consider your major field of study beneficial to your
society? Yes or No.

d. Name the three benefits your field of study gives to society.

1)
2)
3)

*Thls type of survey is Intended to point out the complexities of a
particular area of concern to an Individual or group of colleges/
universities. This Is a sample of that type of survey, specifically
exploring the university’s relationship to "real life" for the student.
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e. Name one bad point that your field of study fosters in your
society.

f. What three courses in your program do you think will help you
in your positions that you set as your goals earlier?

1)
2)
3)
g. Is college worth your time that you need to complete it?
Yes or No.
h. Is college worth your

effort? Yes or No.

i. Is college worth yourmoney that you mustspend?

Yes

or No.

j . What are the three things that college can get for you?

1)
2)
3)
k. Does college life portray the life in your
you think it will be?
Yes or No.

field theway that

1) If yes answered to question 2k, how does it do this?

If no answered to question 2k, how does it not do this?

m. Cite what you would change about your college program if you
could put it into effect immediately?

Thank you for your valuable and studied opinion!
Please return this study to the College Marketing Unit, No Name College,
Anywhere, USA 00000
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COST BREAKDOWN FOR THE PROFESSIONAL PAPER

Printing of 523 initial questionnaires

$ 35.80

Postage for mailing questionnaires

9.82

Return postage for questionnaires provided

9.82

Phone calls for briefing questionnaire distributors
Stationary and other supplies

34.00*
7.65

Xerox copying

42.50

Draft typing

10.00

Final typing

200.00

Binding of the volume

4.00

Misc. items

25.00

Total Cost .......................................
Less Air Force Institute of
Technology reimbursement

$378.59

25.00

Net Total Cost .

$353.59

*An approximate figure.
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NAMES OF QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTORS AND COLLECTORS

NAME

ADDRESS

Captain Harry Andrews

Great Falls, Montana

Ms. Dottle Boyle

Englewood, Colorado

Ms. Margaret Corkery

Washington, D.C.

Mr. Anthony DlLello

Great Falls, Montana

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ford

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Gioconda

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Mr. and Mrs. Marty Kelley

Chicago, Illinois

Mr. Michael Opar

Great Falls, Montana

Ms. Anita Pamenter

Great Falls, Montana

Captain John Suter

Vandenburg Air Force Base, Calif.

Lieutenant Karl Schaffer

Great Falls, Montana

Ms. Linda Spatocco

West Chester, Pennsylvania

Ms. Kathy Weber

Miami Lakes, Florida

Division of Training (DOT)

Malmstrom Air Force Base, Montana
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Thomas Gioconda
2513-13th Ave. So. #208
Great Falls, MT. 59405

Dear Sirs:
Currently I am writing a professional paper for the completion of the
requirements leading to a M.B.A. degree. The topic for my research is
"The Marketing of a College/University Education in the 1980's." My
objective is to (1) prove the dissatisfaction that is growing with the
college graduate on the product of education that he has paid for dearly,
and (2) to provide some alternatives for marketing a revised product by
the university system in light of the competition that the system will
face for students from other educational opportunities.
Education is viewed as a product, the university as the plant, and the
student as the consumer in this study. My contention is basically that the
four-year university educational program is wasteful for many consumerstudents. Two-year schools, technical schools, service institutions, and
even company schools could provide some stiff competition to the university
system. Marketing of the university's benefits may be the only answer!
With the billions of dollars spent on education, this area merits atten
tion for the survival of our educational system to remain as working for
the betterment of the society.
Research in this area is almost non-existant today, therefore I must piece
together my source material. Your organization can help me greatly in this
research by conveying to me any information that you may have in the follow
ing areas:
a.) The Worth of a College Education to a Student versus
the Other Educational Opportunities He May Have;
b.) Methods and Ideas for the Marketing of the University
Programs to the Prospective Students;
c.) Two Year versus Four Year College Attendance;
d.) Vocational Education as Opposed to College Liberal
Arts Exposure;
e.) Declining Enrollment Figures and Decreasing Interest
Reasons for College Attendance.
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Your time I realize is very valuable, however, your efforts can aid in
the construction of an organized attempt to improve the research in this
virtually unexplored area for marketing. Any information in any form is
gratefully appreciated! Thank you for your time and concern.
Sincerely,

Thomas F. Gioconda
Captain, USAF
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